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TAFFERA

have two goals for
being here at the
show. One is to see
new products. The other is
to be educated about the
new codes and ENERGY
STAR® requirements.” This
was a statement made by
Geoff Roise, president of
Lindsay Windows, with
whom I talked for awhile
at the GlassBuild America
show in early October.
When he mentioned Truseal educated customers on what products will
his second goal, I stopped meet the new ENERGY STAR criteria.
for a minute, thinking
Alliance,
the
that there were no seminars on this Manufacturers
Fenestration
Rating
topic and wondering how he was National
Council and Architectural Testing
going to fulfill his mission.
But then I thought of the Inc. to answer questions and help
Edgetech booth, which focused on educate attendees concerning IG
education, and at the same time, certification, as well as the new
Roise said, “I’ll do this by visiting ENERGY STAR requirements.
the Edgetech booth.”
Truseal also attracted much
Later in the day, I spoke to attention at its booth and the way
another window manufacturer it conveyed what the new ENERGY
who told me he visited the Truseal STAR requirements would mean
booth to learn more about ENERGY for manufacturers was impresSTAR. When I stopped at the Truseal sive. The company had a series of
booth it was evident why visiting charts showing what types of
glass and spacers would be
there would be helpful to him.
Here’s a quick glimpse at what required to meet the ENERGY STAR
these suppliers did all in the name requirements in 2009 and 2013.
of educating the manufacturer.
Next to each map and chart,
Edgetech IG had a unique theme Truseal also had an example of a
at its booth that attracted many window unit that could meet
companies. Attendees who entered those requirements.
the booth could enter Edgetech
So kudos to these suppliers, and
University. They were given a note- others, for making this a priority and
book, an insulating glass (IG) certi- kudos to the manufacturers who are
fication manual and a report card taking the time required to educate
to take with them as they visited the and prepare themselves for these
different educational stations changes. Whether you like it or not,
throughout the booth.
the changes are coming and the
The company had representa- ones that will be successful are those
tives from the Insulating Glass that are ready for them.
❙
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AAMA ANALYSIS

Winter Weather Conditions Call
For Condensation Resistance
BY
s temperatures lower across
our country, excessive wintertime condensation can
be a sign of unacceptable thermal
performance and resultant energy
waste. The collection of moisture
can damage interior surfaces and
the indoor environment. The latter
can result in moisture-induced
mold growth and lead to lawsuits
over alleged toxic reactions. Green
building practices clearly tie into
condensation prevention, which is
best addressed during the design
of windows.

A

Why Condensation Forms
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When water vapor in indoor air
comes into contact with glass or
framing whose surface temperature
falls below the dew point— the temperature at which airborne moisture
turns into a liquid—condensation
will form. The warmer the air, the
more moisture it can hold. So, as the
humidity increases, the dew point
rises, and condensation will occur at
warmer temperatures. For example,
bathroom and kitchen areas are well
known as high-humidity environments, so condensation on mirrors
and windows in these rooms is
rather common. If the dew point is
below 32 degrees farenheit, the condensation will likely be in the form
of frost or even ice.

Controlling Condensation
The first step in controlling condensation is to control the indoor
relative humidity through a welldesigned HVAC system (exhaust
fans, ceiling fans, dehumidifiers,
etc.) or by opening doors and windows when outdoor conditions
allow. But, even when the humidity
www.dwmmag.com

JOHN

LEWIS

is controlled, interior surfaces of
exterior walls and fenestration can,
in very cold weather, fall below the
dew point and encourage condensation. The problem then becomes
one of keeping the inside surface
temperature elevated when outdoor temperatures are frigid, which
is the same challenge posed by
energy-efficient design (i.e., reducing the amount of heat transfer
through the window). Therefore,
the same design measures work to
improve both.
Heat transfer seeks the path of
least resistance. In winter, heat
from inside the building will conduct its way through the parts of
the window that are the least energy efficient (i.e., most conductive),
causing those parts to have lower
indoor surface temperatures and
thus more likely to generate condensation. To minimize the potential for condensation, each component of the window must be thermally efficient.
In most applications it is reasonable and cost-effective to allow for
a small amount of condensation on
the coldest days of the year, and the
following options will improve condensation resistance:
• Alternatives to drive down window thermal conductivity (Ufactor) have evolved well
beyond simple two-lite glass
with a “dead air” space between.
Inert gas such as argon infills
and low-emissivity (low-E) glass
(featuring a thin coating of
metal or metallic-oxide) have
driven U-factors down significantly. In cold climates where
condensation is a greater risk, a
low-E coating on the internal

surface of the interior pane of
an insulating glass unit reflects
heat back into the room, reducing heat loss through the window; and
• Thermally improved framing is a
key factor for condensation
resistance (thermal barriers and
some materials’ native thermal
insulating ability). As always, the
key should be the demonstrated
overall performance of the product and the parameters of the
specific project, not any prescriptive bias for or against a
specific material.
The industry can ill afford to look
at condensation as a mere nuisance. The obvious reason is customer dissatisfaction capable of
escalating to lawsuits. Less obvious
are the positive improvements that
can be obtained in the indoor environment by lessening the likelihood of condensation. These
include less maintenance, higher
allowable relative humidity indoors
(for greater comfort at a lower heat
setting and less annoying static
electricity in winter) and better
clarity of view through the window
glass. For these reasons, as well as
in the interest of energy conservation, the industry continues to
tighten performance and quality
standards for all types of applications—commercial and residential
alike.
❙
John Lewis serves as technical director
for
the
American
Architectural
Manufacturers
Association
in
Schaumburg, Ill. He may be reached at
jlewis@aamanet.org. His opinions are
solely his own and do not necessarily
reflect those of this magazine.

EYE ON ENERGY

Where Does Your Cradle Fall?
BY
ve been thinking a lot lately
about the transition to cradleto-cradle from cradle-tograve. No, I’m not talking about how
to prevent my two-year-old from
breaking his neck when he finally
figures out he’s tall enough to scamper out of his crib. I’m referring to
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).
According to Wikipedia, “the term
‘life cycle’ refers to the notion that a
fair, holistic assessment requires the
assessment of raw material production, manufacture, distribution, use
and disposal including all intervening transportation steps necessary
or caused by the product’s existence.
The sum of all those steps—or phases—is the life cycle of the product.”
I first became aware of LCA in a
meaningful way in 2004 at a brainstorming session at GreenBuild in
Portland, Ore. As I packed into a
room far too tiny for the volume of
interested parties, I quickly became
aware that, while green building
advocates wanted LCA to play a
larger role in their decision-making
process, the sheer volume of information needed to make such an
assessment was staggering.
Indeed, LCA is a great example
of “if you can’t measure it, you can’t
manage it.” According to ISO 14040
(Environmental management—
Life cycle assessment—principles
and framework), a scope of LCA
would include raw material acquisition, transport, production, use,
reuse/recycling, energy supply and
waste treatment. Moreover, the
“essential property of a product
system is characterized by its function, and cannot be defined solely
in terms of the final products.”
Theoretically, manufacturers would
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need a similar LCA on every individual component from lineals to
glass to spacers to hardware to
adhesives and sealants in order to
complete their own LCA. I might be
underestimating that there are
thousands of tidbits of information
to be gathered.

How to Manage the Data Pool
Luckily, databases and calculation engines have been developed
and currently are being improved to
manage all this data, since it’s just
as important to manage this data as
it is to measure it. Currently, the
Window and Door Manufacturers
Association (WDMA) is working
with one of the leaders in the LCA
field, the Athena Institute, who led
that fateful meeting back in 2004
and produces the Eco-Calculator
(http://www.athenasmi.org/).
“Right now, we’re learning what
LCA really means for window manufacturers,” says Jeff Lowinski, vice
president of the WDMA. “We need
to gain a better understanding of
how whole building LCAs are done,
fenestration’s role within it and
what type of information should be
gathered to make a reasonable, yet
valuable LCA.”
The inherent expectation is that
improvements can—and should—
be made. A vast number of products and byproducts go into a
landfill when the user is done with
them—hence the term “grave.”
Once the process is known, can
improvements be made that
would return the product back to
the cradle, or beginning of, something else? If so, can it do this without adversely affecting overall
product performance?

LCA Demand is Growing
As a green building certifier, I
know that no product can be
absolutely
environmentally
benign. I’m interested in products
that
reduce
environmental
impact. Products that are truly
cradle-to-cradle products are few
and far between but I’m looking
for them. In spite of the fact that
the green industry has been
speaking about LCA for at least
ten years, the field is still in its
infancy in terms of implementation. Still, as we fast-forward to
2008, as that packed room foreshadowed, the demand for cradleto-cradle products has grown.
LCA pioneer William McDonough
spoke
at
this
year’s
the
International Builders’ Show and
his company has certified more
than 20 building products for cradle-to-cradle. I’m expecting that
green building programs will
begin placing parameters on
product impacts during production and deconstruction, not just
during usage through the lifetime
of the building. LCA will be essential to knowing where to implement those parameters.
So, where does your cradle fall?
Remember, a journey of a thousand
miles begins with the first step.
Those material safety data sheets
will only cut it for so long.
❙
Arlene Zavocki Stewart is a member of the
Efficient Windows Collaborative and an
energy code advocate. She can be reached
at azstewart@azsconsultinginc.com. The
views and opinions expressed in this
article and in materials of the
Collaborative do not necessarily reflect
those of this magazine.

“Are you ready for
the smartest
processing line
in the business?”
Roberto Califano, Marketing Manager
roberto.califano@glaston.net

Bavelloni grinding,
drilling and milling line
High performance, improved function and quality are
always the objectives for innovation and development
within the Glaston technology group. The new
product line from Bavelloni is no exception.

With the VX range for grinding (from small glasses
to jumbo sizes like 3300x7200mm) in line with
HDM for drilling and milling you have the perfect
setup for architectural application. Not to mention
the option to save time, money and keep ahead
in the market competition.
You can easily integrate different processing
units and get a higher level of automation and
precision compared to using single machines. The
performance increases even further when using
the production management software application
provided by A+W.
For more information and the whole picture of
Glaston and our products, visit www.glaston.net.

Glaston is your glass processing technology
One-Stop-Partner providing Bavelloni, Tamglass
and Albat+Wirsam products and services.

TREND TRACKER

Serving a Smarter Customer
BY

MICHAEL

COLLINS

for their single-glazed bronze aluminum windows. The
starting point in their inquiry was a potential color
change, from dark to white, but that was only the beginning of the investigation. In addition to energy efficiency,
the members of this condo association understood that
making the wrong decision about their patio doors or
windows may affect the desire for others to buy or
upgrade a condo in that association.
In order to make this decision, the group had already
made themselves aware of the manufacturers in their
area, as well as the proximity of the closest manufacturing facilities of these companies. In subsequent e-mail
exchanges, this group asked me a variety of questions.
Meet the Highly Knowledgeable Consumer
The request for information came from a condo asso- They wanted to know about the future relative price
ciation, some of the members of which were trying to movements of vinyl, fiberglass and aluminum. Further,
make a group decision regarding replacing their win- they wanted information regarding the comparative
dows. The windows in these units were at the textbook energy efficiency of these materials.
In looking at products in these various categories,
replacement age of 25 years and the residents were considering vinyl and fiberglass windows as replacements they were watching not only price but ENERGY STAR®
and other energy efficiency standards. This group
had peeled the onion further and was trying to
The fact that a group of consumers had to
consider which type of windows were manufacresearch this issue so broadly that they found
tured in the most energy-efficient way, since those
me is, to be frank, an indication of a problem
would be the windows whose future price increase
with the way that door and window
would be the least driven by continuing energy
manufacturers make information available to a
price increases.

ost of you know that I receive requests regularly for information from manufacturers and
distributors for various pieces of market data.
Recently, though, I received a request from a group that
should be of particular interest to all of you—one of your
potential customers. I don’t get a lot of these requests,
but the exchange with this potential window buyer confirmed that customers are becoming much more savvy
and that winning their business in the future will require
a redoubled effort to sell in a way that complements the
way these new, wiser customers will be buying them.

M

more technologically enabled buying public.
What’s Wrong with this Picture?
This group, a potential customer for droves of
DWM readers, didn’t start their search for information about windows with an investment banker.
They started it on the Internet, scouring the websites of companies that they thought might be
appropriate providers for the current, and future,
business of the homeowners in their association.
The truth of the matter is they should never have
had to ask me these questions. The fact that a
group of consumers had to research this issue so
broadly that they found me is, to be frank, an indication of a problem with the way that door and
window manufacturers make information available to a technologically enabled buying public.
The industry faces a continuing problem with
the ways in which it makes information available to
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In a sea of door and window hardware
suppliers, have you found your pearl yet?

Winkhaus is a leading international manufacturer of door and window hardware,
as well as process solutions for automation. Our organization, headquartered in
Germany, enjoys a successful 150 year tradition with a presence in 12 countries.
We’re committed to being leaders and partners in the industries we serve, bringing
our customers new innovations, a love for well-engineered details, and simply,
better ideas that are more carefully thought out. We welcome new challenges and
value our close, personal customer relationships. Which means our professionals are
ready to supply you with not only beautiful Winkhaus door and window hardware,
but a hardware package engineered to make your doors and windows function and
perform better than ever before.

We think it’s the unique, competitive edge

Winkhaus customers deserve.
Looking for value in a sea of hardware suppliers? Perhaps you’ve found your pearl.
For more information, visit our web site at www.winkhaus.us.com

Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Boulevard • Whitewater, WI 53190
P: 262.472.8800 • F: 262.472.8900
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 No solvents, no lead, hazard free.
 Robotic or manual application.
 Distributors of IG components
including Fenzi Molver Desiccant &
Spacer Profiles
 Call today to speak with a
Technical Sales Representative
to solve your IG Sealant needs.

11 Dansk Court,
Toronto, ONT.
N9W 5N6
tel: 416 674 3831
fax: 416 674 9323
www.fenzi-na.com
SEE US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH #527

today’s customers. These condo association members told me that they have contacted several companies directly and that the sales professionals with
whom they spoke were not able to give a coherent
explanation of how the energy efficiency of their
products compared with those of competitors. Some
of them were unable to discuss price differences in a
helpful way and the condo members gave up before
asking the questions that were several layers deep.
These buyers reported that none of the companies
they contacted had an easily located spot on their
websites that would give a buyer a clear picture of
how that company stacks up against competitors in
terms of price and energy efficiency.
I’m not suggesting that every manufacturer lead
with price so we can have a race to the bottom and
end up with terrible margins. What I’m suggesting is
more of a relative view that plots price versus energy
efficiency and performance and gives customers an
idea of where a company’s products fall. Not only do
customers not expect a free lunch, they’re suspicious
when offered one. If you sell value and let customers
know that your product is more expensive than another one but outperforms the alternative in energy efficiency, structural strength and other key areas, the
right customers will continue to purchase your products. Alternatively, if you think a competitor’s product
is overpriced relative to the modest energy efficiency
gain over your own, pitch your product in that way.

How to Fix It
The key lesson in this highly professional process
of information gathering undertaken by the customers who contacted me is that they won’t be kept
from assessing the right characteristics of products,
even if the decision not to make that comparison
easier is not accidental. Manufacturers would be
well-advised to take advantage of what are, hopefully, the waning days of the doldrums in this industry to revamp their websites and promotional materials. Companies that provide easy access to a more
technical and rigorous level of information about
their products than has been typical in the past will
be the ones best positioned to win business from
the shrewd buyers in today’s market.
❙
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Michael Collins is vice president of the building products
group at Jordan, Knauff & Company, an investment banking
firm that specializes in the door and window industry. He
may be reached at mcollins@jordanknauff.com. Mr. Collins’
opinions are solely his own and do not necessarily reflect
the views of this magazine.
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What’sNews
MARKET NEWS

Is a Glass Shortage Coming?
ould a glass shortage really
be on the way? Rumors of
such have been growing for
months, and now conclusions are
beginning to be drawn at factors
that could have led to a shortage.
“It’s pretty obvious,” says Mauro
DiFazio, vice president of float glass
sales for Zeledyne in Tulsa, Okla.
“Asahi Glass Co. has taken three
tanks out of the industry. There was

C

a huge surplus of clear. There is not
anymore. My understanding is …
that the clear market is sold out.”
Beginning in April, AGC Flat
Glass North America’s (AFGNA)
parent company, Japan-based
Asahi, closed the doors of float glass
facilities in Victorville, Calif., and St.
Augustine, Quebec, and one production line at its Greenland, Tenn.,
manufacturing plant. According to

the press release issued by the company, the move was expected to
reduce Asahi’s glass production
capacity in North America by
approximately 40 percent.
“The downturn in the residential
market resulted in a significant
overcapacity situation,” says John
Hughes, commercial segment
continued on page 16

COMPANY NEWS

Therma-Tru to Close Fredericksburg, Virginia, Facility
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Therma-Tru Corp. announced plans
on October 2 to phase down and ultimately close its Fredericksburg, Va.,
manufacturing facility, effective July 31,
2009.
The plant currently manufactures
steel-edge doors and frames and assembles door systems.
“We sincerely regret having to make
this decision. In response to the continued downturn in the U.S. housing market, we are forced to align our capacity
with marketplace conditions. We truly
appreciate the hard work and dedication
of our associates in Fredericksburg,” said
Bob Keller, vice president of manufacturing for Therma-Tru.
The company will offer transitional
assistance and job search training for all
associates. The plant currently employs
about 200 people.
Therma-Tru’s Fredericksburg facility
typically hasn’t opened its doors to the
press but allowed DWM magazine to
visit its Virginia plant recently so readers could learn about the intricacies of
its door operations. Sadly, before the
article was set to be published the
company announced the news of its
closing.
The news comes approximately six
www.dwmmag.com

months after the
company closed
its Houston plant
at the end of
March and the
company moved
those operations
to Fredericksburg
due to its location as most of
the Lowe’s stores
were located East
of the Mississippi.
After the an- DWM visited the Fredericksburg facility earlier this year. The
n o u n c e m e n t plant will close in July 2009.
was made Keller
spoke to DWM magazine to offer fur- be affected Keller said, “It’s our job to
ther details.
make sure it doesn’t affect them.”
Keller confirmed that the Lowe’s
“Our job is to provide a viable prodbusiness will move to Butler, Ind., and uct and our intent is to provide it on
Roland, Okla. Both facilities pre-hang time, and we will do that whether it
products currently for Lowe’s.
happens in Indiana or Virginia,” he
“Overall, Therma-Tru’s volume added.
dropped so low due to the housing marKeller says Fredericksburg’s steelket that you have to look at your excess edged door business is still being evalucapacity,” said Keller. “This outweighs ated but says some of it will move to an
the issue of logistics.”
outside vendor.
The facility also is responsible for spe“We’re going through this line to
cial orders and this will move to Butler determine what products will continue
as well.
and what products will move to an outAs to how Therma-Tru customers will side vendor,” he said.
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Beautifully Secure
Only the Novasecure steel or ﬁberglass door is designed and built speciﬁcally to accept a multipoint locking system.
ENERGY SAVINGS AND
INCREASED COMFORT
 Up to 45% more airtight
than a door ﬁtted with a
traditional handle
(handle and deadbolt)

45%
RTIGHT

MORE AI

PEACE OF MIND
 3 times more resistant
to break-ins
DURABLE AND SOLID
 The Novasecure door is
reinforced with a 2 1/8’’
laminated wood jamb

PEACE OF MIND

Standard Door

NEW!

The ﬁberglass door
is now available with
the Novasecure
option.

HANDLE FINISHES

Brass

Antique Brass

Nickel

3

Impact testing

Handle ﬁnishes : Brass, Nickel, Antique Brass,
Antique Nickel or Antique Bronze

Antique Nickel

Novasecure Door

Antique Bronze

TO SEE MORE NEW NOVATECH PRODUCTS,
VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR SHOW,
BOOTH #1313!
We will be presenting our new products
for 2009:
 Many new Doorglass designs
 New revolutionary venting unit
 New features on our Imagine
gliding door
 New ﬁberglass door models

VIEW THE NOVASECURE VIDEO ON
THE NOVATECH WEBSITE:
WWW.NOVATECH-GLASS.COM

Beveled
anchor
points, top
and bottom,
make
locking the
door easy

3-point locking
mechanism

Reinforced
laminated wood
jamb inside the door

TIMES MORE RESISTANT
TO BREAK-INS

AAMA
CERTIFICATION.

IT’S MORE

THAN A
LABEL
.
IT’S A SALES

TOOL.

AAMA certification is a great way

to differentiate your brand and
increase sales. But at AAMA, we
don’t stop with just the label. We
also provide manufacturers that
certify with us a host of marketing
materials to help spread the
message about their products.
And if you call1-847-303-5664
to begin the process, we’ll send
you your first batch of 100
certification brochures absolutely
free. So call today. And take your
brand to the next level.
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AAMA
FOR

STA N D S

Y O U.

aamanet.org/certification
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What’sNews
CONTINUED

manager for AFGNA. “This supply/demand situation resulted in
AGC temporarily reducing its
capacity.”
Hughes adds, “AGC will be bringing up the lines once demand warrants it.”
While the move may have helped
Asahi’s bottom line, others worry
about what may happen should the
residential market begin to pick up
while commercial holds steady,
increasing demand for this product.
“With the downturn of [AGC]
and shutting down of three of their
float lines we’re now running at
about 98 percent of capacity as an
industry,” says Russell Ebeid, president of Guardian Industries Corp.’s
Glass Group in Auburn Hills, Mich.
“So any little blip is going to affect
supply of glass to the trade.”
One such blip occurred recently,
when torrential rains left parts of
Wichita Falls, Texas, under as much
as 15 inches of water-and left
Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries
minus one float glass line. The disruption came shortly after the company began making scheduled
repairs to its line in Carlisle, Pa.
PPG clearly is not alone in its
need for repairing the long-running
lines as continuous upgrades must
be made to furnaces around the
world. For companies such as PPG
where, Vicki Holt, senior vice president of glass and fiberglass, points
out, “the residential segment is
actually the largest user of glass, in
terms of tonnage,” now may be just
the time to repair lines when less
demand is being heard from the
residential sector.
Shortly before press time, PPG
announced it would cease production at its Owen Sound, Ontario,
Canada, glass manufacturing facility in the first quarter of 2009, and
idle one float glass line at its Mt.
Zion, Ill., glass plant in the second
quarter of next year.

Kolbe Acquires
Point Five Windows
Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork Co. Inc.
has acquired Point Five Windows,
Inc. of Fort Collins, Colo., a manufacturer of custom, wood windows
and doors for palatial residential
estates and light commercial projects. Terms of the sale were not
disclosed.
“The acquisition of Point Five is
a continuation of our strategy to
advance our nationwide leadership position in the high-end window and door market. Kolbe continues to evolve as an organization
that provides significant value to
those customers who desire highly
customized windows and doors,”
says Mike Salsieder, Kolbe’s
president.
Doug Wichlacz, Point Five
Windows’ vice president of operations, adds, “Both Kolbe and Point
Five share a dedication to our customers, our craftsmanship and our
communities. It’s a great match
that will benefit all involved and
served by our businesses.”
Michael Collins, an investment
banker with Jordan, Knauff &
Company and a DWM columnist,
advised Point Five Windows in this
transaction.
“This transaction confirms our
belief that forward-thinking companies are still seeking to acquire
attractive businesses, despite the
downturn in the housing market,”
says Collins. “We’re closer to the
beginning of the recovery than the
beginning
of
the
decline.
Companies like Kolbe & Kolbe, who
are willing to make a smart bet on
the future strength of this industry,
will find themselves extremely wellpositioned when the recovery
arrives.”
Point Five will operate as a wholly owned subsidiary of Kolbe.
continued on page 18

©2007 AAMA

THE WAY WE FIGURE IT, BETTER HIM, THAN YOUR CUSTOMER. At the American Architectural

Manufacturers Association, we’re obsessed with window and door performance. Which is bad news for our laundry guys, but good news for
you and your customers. Windows and doors that bear the AAMA certification have passed tough independent tests for resistance to air leakage,
water penetration and wind pressure. What’s more, AAMA Certification Program manufacturers submit to two surprise plant inspections
a year as part of the program’s quality assurance requirement. They also certify that the products their customers buy, when installed
properly, match the quality of the sample product tested. You see at AAMA, we know that testing for leaks now, can prevent a tidal wave of
angry calls from your customers down the road. To learn more, call 847-303-5664 or go to aamanet.org/certification.
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Joyce Purchases
Graef Windows

Huttig Announces Closure
of Fredericksburg Location

Joyce Manufacturing in Berea,
Ohio, has purchased the assets of
Graef Windows in Youngstown,
Ohio. The terms of the purchase
were not disclosed, and the sale
was effective September 10.
Joyce executive vice president
Gary Winkler says the company has
not yet decided how it will brand
the window arm of the business,
but for now will call the company
“Joyce Windows.”
Joyce previously manufactured
vinyl sunrooms primarily under the
brand of Oasis. While it is still early
in the process, Winkler says the
company plans to upgrade both the
former Graef facility and its marketing strategy.
“It’s going to be a phenomenal
upgrade,” he says. “I come from the
replacement windows and I can tell
you we’re going to be very upscale
with our marketing. The product
has always been a great product,
and we’re now going to market it
with great literature.”

In May, the Fredericksburg, Va.,
location for Huttig Building
Products Inc. was struck by a storm
that lifted the facility’s roof, causing
more than $700,000 in damages
and leaving several employees
badly shaken. Just three months
later,
employees
of
the
Fredericksburg location are facing
another serious issue—closure.
Huttig announced recently it
will close this location, citing a
“continuing decline in the housing
market” as cause. Company officials say this move reflects an
ongoing effort to adjust the size of
its infrastructure to match current
demands.
“In this challenging environment, we continue to focus on
controlling expenses, improving
operating efficiencies, reducing
inventories, generating cash, and
gaining market share,” says Jon
Vrabely, president and chief executive officer.
Employees were notified of the

Monarch Holdings Files for Reorganization Under Chapter 11
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Monarch Holdings and its subsidiaries, which include Hurd Window and
Doors, Monarch Manufacturing and American-Weather-Seal, filed for re-organization under Chapter 11 in the U.S. District Bankruptcy Court for the District
of Western Wisconsin on September 15. The company reports an estimated
1,000 to 5,000 creditors, $10 million to $50 million in assets and $10 million to
$50 million in liabilities, according to court documents.
According to a press release issued by the company, its management attributes the need for filing “to the high cost of lawsuits the company assumed when
it purchased Hurd Millwork Co.” As part of the reorganization, the company has
closed American Weather-Seal.
“The company expects to continue to operate in the normal course of business during the Chapter 11 reorganization process with our current team of
management and employees,” adds the release.
Among the company’s 40 largest creditors listed in its filing are the following
industry companies: Oldcastle Glass (with a claim of $511,865), Guardian Industries
($497,503), Veka Inc. ($445,851), Truth Hardware ($274,416), Ritescreen ($191,209),
Linetec ($153,937), Balance Systems Inc. ($99,765), G-U Hardware Inc. ($61,572),
Ashland Hardware Systems ($48,820), HOPPE North America ($37,985), PPG
Industries ($35,565), Kenyon’s Stained Glass ($30,266), Amesbury Group ($22,467),
Mikron Industries Inc. (amount not included in court documents).
www.dwmmag.com

company’s intent August 26, 2008,
and company officials report they
expect the action to be completed
in the fourth quarter of 2008. Huttig
expects to incur between $0.6 million and $0.8 million in operating
charges related to this action during the third and fourth quarters of
2008, comprised of between $0.5
million and $0.7 million for asset
write-offs and transfer costs, and
approximately $0.1 million for
employee severance costs. The
company expects approximately
$0.3 million of these charges to be
cash payments.
Company officials say they
expect to continue to serve substantially all of its Fredericksburg
customers from distribution facilities in Rocky Mount, N.C. and
Lancaster, Pa.

FeneTech to Market
Softsolution Products
in North America
FeneTech has concluded an
exclusive cooperation agreement
with Austria-based Softsolution to
market its products in the North
American market. Softsolutions’
products include Virtual Digitizing
(from a digital photo to a CNC cut
and processed template), SCAD
(powerful CAD/CAM system for
non
standard
shapes),
LSC
LineScanner (a measuring and
defect detection scanning solution)
and other products.
Effective immediately FeneTech
Inc. will take over all sales, service
and
support
activities
for
Softsolution products in these
territories.
“Softsolution always tries to
form alliances with professionally
organized, well known and established sales partners for market
places worldwide,” says Christian
Krenn,
sales
manager
of
continued on page 20

New: Window Energy Profiler
Finally, test the energy performance of installed
d windows.

effectiveness
p ays.
E f fe c t i ve n e s s i s c l o s i n g a b i g s a l e w i t h a
memorable and convincing demonstration.

E f fe c t i ve n e s s i s r e d u c i n g yo u r q u o t i n g t i m e
and netting your most coveted job.

E ffe c ti ve n e s s is preventing the huge
headaches and extra cost involved with
installing incorrectly labeled windows.

E f fe c t i ve n e s s i s s n u ff i n g o u t c l e a r g l a s s
The WP4500 tests a window’
w
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gg design.
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o data sheets

in the Low-E line before it’s too late.

E f fe c t i ve n e s s i s b e i n g e q u i p p e d w i t h t h e
r i g h t i n s p e c t i o n t o o l s t o p r e ve n t c o s t l y
mistakes and the right sales tools to elevate
yo u r s a l e s s t a ff a n d c l o s e m o r e s a l e s .

:: Window Energy Profiler

Your Effectiveness is the top priority when
you partner with EDTM.

Fro m Lo w E
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:: Custom Sales Kits
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Truseal Obtains Injunction Against Beijing Huali
The U.S. District Court for the District of Nevada issued a court order in
October granting a temporary injunction preventing Beijing Huali Architecture
Decoration Co. Ltd. from “making, using, selling, advertising or offering for sale
any of its products that infringe any claim of U.S. Patent No. 5,851,609,” which
is held by Truseal. The injunction includes “Huali’s HualiSeal and EdgeMax Seal
sealant/spacer systems or any sealant/spacer system no more than colorably different, as well as any of its products that infringe the trade dress associated with
Truseal’s Edgetherm sealant/spacer systems, including Huali’s gray and black
HualiSeal and Edgemax Seal sealant/spacer systems, until Truseal’s pending
motion for preliminary injunction is heard and decided by this Court.”
Truseal officials claim the company “will suffer irreparable harm to its reputation from confusion between an allegedly inferior Huali product and Truseal’s
patented product.”
Truseal filed the suit on October 6.
“Truseal vigorously enforces its patents and trademarks throughout the world
and takes all potential infringement matters seriously,” says Truseal president
Gus Coppola. “More importantly, Truseal is taking this action to safeguard the
industry against the mistaken use of inferior technologies that claim to offer
the same level of quality and performance as Truseal’s spacer systems.”
Truseal representatives say the company is also investigating a Texas-based
distributor of HualiSeal products.

Softsolution. “After the first meeting with the management of
Fenetech Inc., we immediately
knew that this was the right partner
for us … Together we are now able
to serve these markets perfectly
and introduce our new highly innovative technology, such as the LSC
LineScanner to the North American
marketplace.”
Ron
Crowl,
president
of
Fenetech Inc., adds, “When evaluating potential partners we look for
companies that bring significant
new technology that can add
tremendous value to existing as
well as future clients, as well as the
ability to integrate this technology
into our core FeneVision family of
software products.”
continued on page 22

DWM Magazine has redesigned
its website and added many
helpful new features.
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Welcome to the Revamped

dwmmag.com
• News items that will be updated
several times per week
• New featured content
• Surveys

www.dwmmag.com

• Forum
• RSS feed
• Timely coverage of
industry events

DWM
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DOOR & WINDOW MANUFACTURER MAGAZINE
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Bookmark it now!
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Aribell Purchases Wardco’s
Venting Sidelight Business

Seeking
Representatives
and Distributors

Aribell
Products
Ltd.
of
Woodbridge, Ontario, is purchasing
the venting sidelite business of
Wardco Manufacturing based in
Burlington, Ontario. Aribell will
now manufacture these venting
sidelights, and add these to its
existing line of door components.
“The addition of these venting
sidelights enhances our overall product offering to Canadian door prehangers,” says Brian Belzberg, president of Aribell. “ … Aribell is well
positioned to offer this product at
very attractive prices.”
“We felt that while we have been
successful selling this product to
door pre-hangers, we were essentially selling to our competition,”
says Rick Ward of Wardco. “There
was far more potential in the market
place for venting sidelights if sold by
a specialist serving all door prehangers. Wardco needed the space
for our other operations, and Aribell
as both a valued supplier and wellconnected with all Canadian door
pre-hangers was the natural buyer.”

ADCO Global to Invest
in New Facility in China

1050 Hook Rd. • Farmington, NY 14425 • 585.924.2186 • www.ultrafab.com

VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH # 730/732
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ADCO Global’s Kömmerling subsidiary has signed agreements with
Nanjing High Technology Zone to
build and operate a plant in
Nanjing, China, to manufacture
sealants and adhesives for the construction and transportation markets in China and Asia.
Construction of Phase 1 of the
new facility is already underway and
operations will begin in early 2009.
The new facility will utilize raw
materials produced in Asia and,
according to the company, is
intended to enable increased penetration of expanding Asian markets
while
complementing
ADCO
Global’s existing production units in
the United States and Germany.
❙
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Introducing...

DISPLAYS

Stow and Go with DAC
DAC Products, a manufacturer of sample and
display materials for the
door
and
window
industry, has designed a
new display concept.
Showing a full size product while keeping the
display transportable
has been an issue for
window merchandisers in the past, so now,
DAC offers the Stow-N-Go,
which allows for a full-size window
with a retractable feature that protects it and supplies a low center of
gravity for stable transporting. In
addition, company representatives
say the large, heavy-duty casters
provide easy mobility. Optional top

sign mounts and printed top and
bottom sign panels as well as other
graphics can be added to display
company logos and detail product
features. An optional protective
cover can also be purchased for use
during transport.

GLASS

PPG Adds New
Option to Glass
PPG Industries is introducing its
most popular tinted glasses with
Solarban 70XL or Solarban 60 solar
control, low-emissivity coatings on
the second surface of the glass. All
PPG tints from the Oceans of Color
collection, including Atlantica,
Azuria, Caribia and Solexia glasses,
as
well
as
Solargray
and
Solarbronze tinted glasses, are now
offered with Solarban 70XL or

Solarban 60 solar control, low-E
coating on the second surface of
the glass.
❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com

ADHESIVES AND SEALANTS

Keep the Moisture Out
Handi-Seal
door
and window sealant is
a patented closed cell,
low-pressure door and
window foam from
Fomo. According to
the company, HandiSeal complies with
AAMA 812-04, and will
not bow or distort
doors or windows. The
sealant uses a patented Dry Seal technolocontinued on page 26
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Lifetime No Rot® Mouldings... Great Idea!

Before

Before

Renovate Using Royal Trim Board® and Mouldings!

W

ood is a great addition to any home... outside, in the form of
trees. When it comes to mouldings, you can’t beat
100% Cellular Vinyl PVC®. With a lifetime No Rot® guarantee,
it’s simply the better choice.
Features include:
t Lifetime No Rot® Warranty
t Ready to Install
t Moisture and Termite
Proof Material
t No Cracking or Splitting
t No Replacement

t Repaintable with Acrylic
Latex Paint
t Superior Nailing and Gluing
t Installs Below Grade or
Direct to Masonry
t Warranted
VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH # 711

800.368.3117
www.royalmouldings.com

© Royal Group 2008

Introducing...
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gy designed to prevent moisture
and mold problems by repelling
water. Handi-Seal is applied with a
straw applicator or a professional
dispensing unit and is formulated
with a distinct gray color.
❙❙➤ www.fomo.com

Adchem Introduces HF Series

Adhesive Has
High “Initial Grab”
The new FFVSA
acrylic adhesive from
Pres-On is designed to
have high “initial grab”
to provide a quick seal.
The adhesive is available in standard rolls of
180 yards in length and
is .005 inches thick. It
comes in widths from
3
⁄16 to 54 inches.
❙❙➤ www.pres-on.com

rubber-based adhesive bond to the
vinyl lineal coated on a crosslinked, closed-cell polyolefin foam,
according to their manufacturer,
Adchem Corp. The foam, which has
a 338 percent modulus of elasticity
and less than .4 percent water
absorption, creates a strong, flexible and moisture-resistant barrier.
Likewise, the tapes offer an easyrelease, high-density blue polyethylene release liner.
❙❙➤ www.adchem.com.

INTERLAYERS

DuPont Expands
SentryGlas® Offerings
The new HF series of hybrid
glazing tapes for door and window
manufacturers provide a highstrength,
ultraviolet-resistant
acrylic adhesive bond to glass and a

DuPont is expanding its range of
DuPont™ SentryGlas® interlayers
to meet a broader range of needs
continued on page 28
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for protective doors, windows and
safety-glazed building elements.
The newest SentryGlas® is available in thinner sheets that provide
protection while replacing thicker
traditional interlayers.
❙❙➤ www.dupontelastomers.com

FLASHING

Astro Plastics Offers
Bendable Flashing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Universal Foam Corners
Foam Shipping Shoes
Glass Separator Pads
UV Stable Blue Film
Window Shipping Pads
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Astro Plastics has created
ASTROflashing, a bendable head
flashing for use on circular, elliptical or straight trim. ASTROflashing
channels water outside, which the
company says limits water intrusion and helps prevent rot and
mold.
ASTROflashing installs easily on
the job site, according to the company, and can be measured and cut
to length with a scissor or snips and
install the adhesive-backed flashing. The material is available in 2
¾- and 3 ½-inch widths and is sold
in 50-foot reels.
❙❙➤ www.astroplastics.com

MACHINERY

Work Smart with SmartLoad
GED’s new SmartLoad Welding
System i-3™ is an automated vinyl
profile welder that delivers speed and
accuracy and increased productivity
of 400+ cycles per shift, according to
the company. The i-3 module features
controlled-pace operation allowing
the operator to simply upload the
schedule and pre-load vinyl profiles,
with no stopping or interruptions.
The profiles then run through the
SmartWeld i-3 continuously. GED
representatives say this non-stop
operation and quick changeover
boost throughput by up to 70 percent.
The machine’s multi-level fixturing with independent referenced
weld fixtures allow for strong, consistent welds and cleaning, plus
accurate sizing within each tier.
The SmartLoad Welding System
i-3 is part of the company’s
SmartPlant™ vision, designed to
integrate glass and vinyl production

EQUIPMENT

Making It Easy with the 2200-545 Series
Sealant Equipment & Engineering Inc.’s
new 2200-545 Series adjustable stroke mixdispense valves are designed for controlled
flow of two-component adhesives and
sealants such as silicones, epoxies, urethanes
and acrylics. The new adjustable stroke valves
are based on the Plymouth, Mich.-based
company’s No-Drip® valve body design for
fluid control.
According to the company, the
adjustable stroke feature allows the operator to fine-tune the flow rate of the adhesive dispensing application by rotating the
threaded stem on the back of the valve. The
new 2200-545 Adjustable Stroke MixDispense Valves are 2.25 inches in diameter
by 5.5 inches long and are rated for 3,500
psi and may be mounted to robot tooling,
automation fixtures and electric or pneumatic valve handles.
❙❙➤ www.sealantequipment.com/2200-545
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Introducing...
CONTINUED

with its LeanNET® software solutions to help door and window manufacturers eliminate confusion on
the production floor.
❙❙➤ www.gedusa.com

COMPONENTS

ISC Makes Bow/Bay
Installation Easy
Industrial Sales Corp. (ISC) is marketing a new tool to assist with the
installation of bay/bow windows,
the Deluxe Model 4000 Grip-Tite
cable support kit. The Deluxe Model
4000 kit features the same benefits
and quality parts as the original
series from the Westport, Conn.based company, but includes new
innovations such as a “No Twist–
Never Twist” lock washer and cable
stud, and a patented Grip-Tite cleat
for quick and easy installations,

according to the company.
ISC’s “No Twist–Never Twist” locking mechanism utilizes a specially
designed stud and lock washer combination, which holds each cable in
place, preventing twisting when
tightening the cable and performing
final leveling and installation. Each
kit also includes the patented GripTite cleat with original easy lace, a
permanent locking system and a
new tag end control device.
❙❙➤ www.iscamerica.com

Woodgrain Provides
Sashes and Frames in
Three Different Woods
Woodgrain Millwork in Fruitland,
Idaho, offers window sashes and
frames in a variety of woods, including Radiata pine from New Zealand,
Ponderosa and Knotty alder.

Among Woodgrain’s options for
its sash products are those that
they can be treated with a coating
from Kop-Coat Inc., have precision
endwork, are drilled and routed for
hardware, include weatherstrip
applications and priming.
The company’s frames include
the same options as available on its
sashes, along with optional PVC
blind stops and brickmolds.
Company officials say the company ships more than ten trucks of finished window parts per week
throughout the country, and currently has lead times of five weeks
from purchase order to delivery.
Woodgrain also provides patio door
rails and stiles, assembled Atrium
patio doors, mouldings and interior
pine doors.
❙❙➤ www.woodgrain.com
❙

R+T 2009:
World’s leading trade show
enters new dimensions
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R+T 2009:
Even bigger,
even more informative,
even more varied!
R+T 2009 will open its doors on 10 February 2009 – for the ﬁrst time at the magniﬁcent New Stuttgart
Trade Fair Center. You can look forward to the world’s largest range of products in the areas of roller
shutters, sun protection and accessories, as well as more doors and gates than ever and product
innovations from leading manufacturers. Extensive information opportunities, international contacts
and the wide-ranging accompanying program will provide you with new momentum.

www.dwmmag.com
US_DWM11/08_177,8x123,8+6,4_id.indd
1

To ﬁnd out more about
R+T and also order the
visitor brochure, go to:
www.rollladen-tore.com

International trade
show for roller shutters,
doors/gates
and sun protection

Feb. 2009

26.09.2008 10:25:22 Uhr

Get Automated
With up to 850 Sash per Shift in
under 1200 square feet !

The Stürtz Compact Sash Line offers a space saving solution
for high production welding and cleaning with capacity for
up to 850 welded and cleaned sash per shift in under 1200
square feet, and with only one operator!
The close proximity of the double stack welders allows one
operator to efficiently load both machines. Upon removal
of the welded sash via a high speed belt system, the welders
automatically size for the next cycle. The belt system then

Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Road · Solon, Ohio 44139
Telephone 440-248-4009 · Telefax 440-248-4018
info@sturtz.com · www.sturtz.com

Winner of the 2007
Crystal Achievement Award
for Most Innovative Machine!

feeds the sash into a four head cleaner designed to clean all
four corners simultaneously in approximately 25 seconds.
The cleaner can be outfitted with optional tilt latch routing
and pivot bar insertion drilling.

» Find out more about Stürtz today by calling 440-248-4009.
www.sturtz.com

stürtz

Machinery, Inc.
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harles Loewen initially
had no intention of
joining the family
business at Loewen
Windows. Although he
did change his mind, name alone
does not get you special treatment
at this 103-year-old company that
manufactures wood windows for
the high-end market. Loewen’s
father made him and his brothers
work hard to get where
they are at the company.
And although Cornie
Loewen is deceased, he
would be proud of the
inroads the company
has made during the
past 20 years Charles
has served as CEO.

“WE RESPECT THAT
THERE ARE OTHERS
IN THE INDUSTRY,
BUT WE DON’T
REACT TO THE
COMPETITION—
WE REACT TO
OUR CUSTOMERS.”

Getting the Industry Lowdown ...
from C h a r l e s L o e w e n
by Tara Taffera

Although the company is based
in Steinbach, Manitoba, 75 percent
of its business is in the United
States, and it is currently taking
advantage of the slower market to
strengthen its business in areas such
as the Southeast where the company doesn’t have as strong of as presence as areas such as the Southwest.
In fact, when I interviewed Charles
Loewen he was in Virginia visiting
some dealers in the Southeast.
Charles Loewen is a humble,
principled man who has great
respect for the competition, and
referred to Loewen a few times as “a
small company.” But its presence in
the market is anything but that.
Q: Tell me a little about your start
at Loewen. Did you always want to
join the family business?
A: No. I was a liberal arts major
studying philosophy and history
and had little intention of joining
the business. I did work there summers and weekends when I was
younger and enjoyed that, but it
wasn’t until my early 20s that I
became fascinated with the business for many reasons. I enjoy the
fact that Loewen serves the community and creates jobs. We are a very
large business in a very small town. I
also realized that I could do more
than just make money.
Q: Tell me about your father. Was
he pleased that you ultimately
joined the company?
A: He died at the young age of 59.
We worked together for my first five
years here. He was a good business
strategist, while I grew up more on

the production side, but I also had
a strong interest in sales and
marketing.
My older brother Paul joined at
the same time I did and I think that
was a relief for my Dad as far as now
having a succession plan. His
longevity was uncertain—he knew
he had heart disease. So he started
to execute a shareholder succession
plan and he welcomed sharing that
with us.
Q: It doesn’t sound like he pressured you and your brother to join ...
A: No, he was in a sense quite
laissez-faire in his attitude. He
never pressured us. But he did
make us earn all of our promotions. He also wasn’t strong on
praise but he was quick to give
responsibility. At the time the company was growing fast and we were
thin in middle management.
Q: Is Paul still involved? What
about your children?
A: Paul left eight to nine years ago
to pursue other interests. I have
three other brothers who are shareholders. Clyde is the only brother
working in the company as vice
president of product development. I
have three sons—two are currently
working at the company.
Q: How is it working with your
sons?
A: It’s more fulfilling than I was
prepared for. All three came back to
the company at some point.
Q: It must be a great company if
all have come back to it.

A: Yes, but we are very rigorous in
our policies when it comes to family
to prevent nepotism. They must
have a post-secondary degree, and if
they want to be in management
they have to work outside the company for five years. But the family
business isn’t for everyone. I have a
sister who teaches music at a university and I think she’s probably
happier doing that.
Q: Let’s talk about Loewen as
company. We profiled your company in late 2005 (see DWM November
2005) and at that time you had an
expansion planned. Can you give
me an update on that?
A: That expansion didn’t happen.
Instead we made some acquisitions
and strategic partnerships. We
acquired an interest Bella Vista out
of Tucson, Ariz., as well as Sliding
Visions in Oceanside, Calif.
Also, back at that time we had
started implementing lean manufacturing principles and that
allowed us to gain a lot of capacity
making the expansion unnecessary.
Q: Tell me about how the current
state of the housing market has
affected Loewen. I’m interested to
know if it has had much of an
impact on you as it has other companies given the fact that you serve
the high-end market, which is still
relatively strong.
A: You’re right. It hasn’t affected
us nearly as much as we serve the
higher-end market. At the end of
the first quarter we were down less
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than 10 percent but that is
nowhere near the impact that
some companies have had that
serve other markets.
We are feeling more competitive pressure, though. Companies
are bidding for projects that
would not have earlier when we
were in the boom. But these companies have lower price points
than our products and they don’t
have the brand value.

Q: As long as we’re talking about
dealers let me ask you how you
manage the installation process.
Poor installations are such a big
problem in the industry.
A: We have less of a problem with
this as we work with very high-end
builders and virtually every project
has an architect who is rigorous in
specifying the installation details.
But that being said, even in our value
chain, it is always a weak point.

Q: Since you also serve Canada,
have you expanded in Canada to
make up for the down U.S. market?
A: No. We have a strong share in
Canada, and while there is opportunity to grow there it is nowhere near
the potential in America.
But I will tell you that the value of
the U.S. dollar [along with the state
of the U.S. market] has affected the
Canadian market in that we are
seeing more U.S. manufacturers
move into the Canadian market.
Some of them know the market well
but others are new and so they have
a learning curve.

Q: Your website says that one of
your goals is to be the world’s leading supplier of luxury doors and
windows. How are you faring in
terms of reaching that goal?
A: I’ll just say this. Once a person
was asked, “Are you a Christian?”
and he said, “Ask my neighbor.”

Q: Tell me about future expansion
plans you may have.
A: We have clearly mapped out
where our opportunities are—
there are areas where we have no
dealers. Our business model is
strongly identified with independent dealers who have strong local
reputations for service and strong
relationships with architects.
In the boom years, we withheld
taking on new dealers as growth is
tough to manage. Now that the market is leveling off there are opportunities to move into new areas such
as Florida. We’re looking for what we
like to call A-dealers.
Our high-end customers are looking for distinction and a refined fit
and finish. They want a unique buying experience and our dealers provide that best.
www.dwmmag.com

Q: So I should ask your
competition?
A: [Laughs] Without sounding
arrogant, in our eyes we are the
competition. We respect that there
are others in the industry, but we
don’t react to the competition—we
react to our customers. It’s our competitors job to worry about us
[laughs again].
It is critical that we have market
awareness from the A-dealers of a
given region. It is also critical that a
person building his dream home is
aware of Loewen and that the impression he has of us is compelling.
We don’t have the money to get
to the awareness level of Pella,
Andersen and Jeld-Wen. We’re a relatively small company. (The company produces approximately
1,000 units per day.)
Q: How has the Internet helped
with this awareness issue and how has
it changed the way you do business?
A: Luckily, we were on to the
Internet early. We have a high closing ratio on web contacts.
Customers like the Internet as it is

a non-threatening way to research
companies without going to five or
six dealers. A great thing about the
Internet is that every company is
the same size. A small company
can create the appearance of a
large company.
Also, with the Internet, customers
are now more educated and that is
good for everyone.
The key for us is that we create an
experience that is consistent, starting with their first impression
(whether that’s on the Internet or in
the showroom) to installation and
after-sales support.
Q: Is there anything that Canada
does better than the U.S. market?
A: [Pauses]. Well, in Canada, air
leakage is a big issue. Where we are
in Manitoba it gets down to -40
degrees Fahrenheit so air leakage is
very important. We look at that as an
absolute requirement. But that
doesn’t mean we design differently
for both markets—preventing air
leakage is always a priority. It’s not
like we’ll say, “Well, this window is
going to Florida so ...”
But for the first time on this trip I
heard the word triple-glazing in the
Southern United States [which we
can offer].
But, getting back to your question,
there really is a convergence between
the U.S. and Canadian markets.
Q: You said people are talking
more about triple-glazing. Do you
think this is due to the ENERGY STAR®
proposals?
A: It could be. The ENERGY STAR
program is a good response to how
to save more energy and be more
environmentally sustainable. I
believe we’re at the tail-end of a second green wave. The first was in the
late 70s and early 80s. I don’t think
people realize that the building
industry is the greatest low hanging
fruit. The building sector wastes

“WE ARE FEELING MORE
COMPETITIVE PRESSURE, THOUGH.
COMPANIES ARE BIDDING FOR
PROJECTS THAT THEY WOULD NOT
HAVE EARLIER WHEN WE
WERE IN THE BOOM.”
more energy than even transportation and most people think it’s the
latter but that’s not the case.
Q: Recently I interviewed an
architect about a particular LEED
home and he mentioned that when
choosing windows he narrowed
his options to two products—
Loewen’s window and a fiberglass
window. He said his options were
severely limited because he wanted
a triple-glazed glass package. Do
you think the fact that you offer
this is a big competitive advantage
for Loewen as he ultimately chose
your window?
A: With new programs, such as
LEED, you always have your early
adopters and this does help reinforce your position as a leading manufacturer. But a competitive advantage has a way of being replicated by
the competition very fast. Next year
there might be three options for that
architect, and the next year, 20.
Q: Your website says that Loewen
is the first major North American
door and window manufacturer to
receive Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) chain-of-custody certification for Douglas Fir wood used in
your fenestration products. Why
don’t more wood manufacturers
pursue this?
A: There are lots of advantages of
scale that we don’t have. But we find
opportunities in lack of scale and this
is one of them. It is very difficult for
large manufacturers to pursue FSC
certification but for a smaller manufacturer such as us it is less difficult.
We are guided in everything we

do by our mission statement, which
is guided by our understanding of
Christian principles. To go along
with that, we also believe we are
stewards of the environment. We are
mindful of the full impact of the
value chain.
I also want to point out that our
behaviors are very in line with our
target market—well-off people,
who typically are sensitive to environmental issues. That’s why our
family business is well matched to
our target market.
Q: I know you are a member of
the Canadian Forest Sector
Advisory Council, whose mandate is
to work toward reduced carbon
dioxide emissions in the forest sector. Can you tell me more about this
work and why you believe it is so
important?
A: Yes, but I’m also a member of
the International Institute for
Sustainable Development, which
has been taking even more of my
time lately than the one you mentioned. I am very involved in work
related to the environment, so let
me say that whatever your view is of
this issue it’s at least a political reality. It’s even a much bigger part of the
political debate in Canada than it is
in the United States.
Q: Since your company is so
environmentally responsible, are
you evaluating your relationships
with your suppliers, i.e., doing
business with those that share
these core values?
A: [Pause.] That’s a great question,
but essentially the answer is no.

Though to some degree we do this
with our timber suppliers as this is a
key part of the supply chain. But we
don’t ask our suppliers for their carbon footprint, for example.
Q: Why do you believe it is important to be a member of trade associations such as the Window and
Door Manufacturers Association
and the Canadian Window and
Door Manufacturers Association?
A: It is important that our industry is ethical and part of our duty is
to increase the share of fenestration
products used. It is important to
have forums available to discuss
new technology and other issues
affecting manufacturers. It is important to establish personal relationships so there is competitive respect
and a high ethical code.
I think it’s important for players,
large and small, to work cooperatively with associations. It’s perhaps even
more important for the small- to middle-sized companies. I think there is a
fear that the larger companies will
dominate but this is not the case. The
smaller companies can benefit from
the resources of larger companies.
Q: Have you ever considered
branching out into other materials
such as fiberglass?
A: Yes. We are highly focused on
wood due to its sustainable features,
high-quality finishes, etc. But I’m
not one to watch a business go
down. So I pay attention to product
technologies whatever they may be.
I like to call it innovation as to me
this means a new application of an
established technology.
❙
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Hurricane Ike: Special Report Hurricane Ike: S

Will Texas Codes and
Their Enforcement,
Be Strengthened?
by Tara Taffera
Hurricane Ike caused widespread destruction in Texas, and now the industry is looking at the codes, and
what, if anything, needs to be done to make them stronger, and if stronger enforcement is needed.
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here has been tremendous upscale
building along the Texas Gulf Coast
for several years, and those products
have had to meet rigorous upgraded
codes and standards. So, Hurricane Ike will be the
first test to those new products. Should be interesting
to see how that unfolds.”
This was a statement made by David Toney from
Adams and Reese LLP in Houston, a law firm which
represents several door and window manufacturers.
His statement couldn’t ring more true. At press time,
it hadn’t even been a month since Hurricane Ike
bared down on Texas, and it will take months, if not
years, to assess the damage. Many will be looking at
how products fared, and if the codes in place did
their job.

The Role of Codes and Enforcement
Some say the codes in place are sufficient.
“I don’t think we’ll see the codes get stronger,” says
Mark Conde, Coastal Products manager for
Simonton Windows. “We have international residential codes in place.”
Ben Gonzales, public information officer for the
Texas Department of Insurance (TDI), whose job it is
to regulate the insurance industry, affirms that yes,
Texas follows the 2006 International Residential
Code and the International Building Code. He also
www.dwmmag.com

points out that Texas has also made revisions to these
codes that are specific to the area.
But although codes are in place, some, like Conde,
say the codes aren’t always enforced, but that this may
start to change as a result of Ike. Texas code officials
may want to look at Florida as an example
regarding code enforcement.
“Florida is, without a doubt, the most
vigorous at enforcing codes in this country,” he says. Conde adds that the reason
for that is fairly obvious due to Florida’s
location on a peninsula.
“But the second state [in terms of code
enforcement] is Texas, which has also
done a good job—but factually, they don’t
enforce the codes as well as Florida does,”
Conde adds.
The reason for a possible change is due
to the amount of hurricanes that have
come through Texas in recent years.
“Insurance companies drive the
enforcement of codes and I see them getting stronger in this area [Texas] as well,”
Conde adds. “Having two hurricanes in
Texas in one season will cause them to
throw more resources at this issue.”
In fact, a press release issued by the
Insurance Information Institute predicts

Special Report Hurricane Ike: Special Report
IBHS “Fortifies” Homes in Texas

—Mark Conde, Simonton Windows

that Hurricane Ike will be the fourth costliest hurricane in U.S. history at $9.8 billion in claims predicted.
Freddie Cole, national sales manager for General
Aluminum, based in Houston, agrees, saying he foresees changes in the Texas market, including Houston
and the coastal areas.
“Whether Texas will change [in terms of codes and
enforcement] is too soon to tell,” says Gonzalez. “We
think we do a good job at enforcing the codes. I’m not
sure how we would get stronger.”
He does add, however, that the amount of storms
that have hit Texas in recent years “will cause everyone
to take a hard look at how to minimize losses.”
Along with regulation it is also the job of TDI to
continued on page 38

he Institute for Business and Home Safety’s chief
engineer and senior vice president Dr. Tim Reinhold
decided not to deploy its Post Disaster
Investigation Team after spending two days conducting
preliminary damage assessments in Galveston, Texas,
Houston and the surrounding areas. The majority of
damage was limited to roof coverings, rather than
sheathing, and a widespread investigation was not warranted, according to the group’s website.
In the Bolivar Peninsula, IBHS designated 17 Fortified
for safer living® homes in Gilchrist, Texas. All but three of
the homes survived, and those three were damaged when
neighboring houses became flying debris and literally
pushed the Fortified homes off of their foundations,
according to the IBHS.
According to the criteria, “You have to keep high wind
out of your house, so it doesn’t blow the house up trying
to get out. If hurricanes are a threat where you live, you
can choose to protect the openings with laminated glass,
approved screening or a shutter system that will withstand
the onslaught of flying debris. If your area experiences
tornadoes and severe thunderstorms, higher pressurerated windows and doors are required.”
Visit disastersafety.org to learn more about the
efforts of IBHS, the Fortified criteria and reports
and to view photos from Hurricane Ike.

T

The center condo with StormBreaker Plus windows was the only hurricane survivor from Hurricane Wilma in 2005.

Photo courtesy of Simonton Windows.

“In some areas it might not even be that
the codes weren’t enforced, it’s just that
there is only so much you can do.”

Hurricane Ike: Special Report Hurricane Ike: S
continued from page 37

approve products for use in wind storm areas
along the coast.
“TDI does a very good job at product
approval,” says Cole. “TDI has inspectors—the
problem is you only need inspectors if you have
insurance on your house.”
But sometimes, it’s not about the codes or
their enforcement, or lack thereof. It comes
down to many factors such as when the building was constructed, materials used and a
whole host of factors.
“You may have homes that were built years
ago when the codes weren’t in place,” says
Conde. “The building materials of 25 years ago
are not as strong as those available today.”
Of course location plays a huge role as well,
as it did in the case of homes located along the
coastline in Galveston.
“In some areas it might not even be that the
codes weren’t enforced, it’s just that there is
only so much you can do,” says Conde. “There
is no guarantee that any amount of protection
will prevent damage. This storm was gargantuan—it was as big as the state of Texas.”

Dealing with Water Intrusion
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“Whether Texas will
change [in terms of
codes and enforcement] is too soon to
tell. We think we do
a good job at

enforcing the
codes. I’m not
sure how we would
get stronger.”
—Ben Gonzales, TDI

Many homeowners don't understand the difference between water
Sometimes there are unrealistic expectations intrusion and a window leak, according to Freddie Cole from
from homeowners whose houses do survive, General Aluminum.
concerning how the windows should perform in
Cole adds that it’s an uphill battle trying to educate
a hurricane. Some think the damage shouldn’t be bad
the homeowner in cases like this.
as it was “only a category one or two.”
“They think it’s the evil manufacturers taking
Cole knows a lot about this issue. Following a hurricane, many consumers call to complain about advantage of the little guy,” he says, and makes some
“window leakage.” To help educate the consumer, comparisons between Texas and Florida.
“In Texas less than two percent of dealers do
the company started an effort in 2004 to educate
homeowners about this issue. He admits, though, installations so there is a lot of finger-pointing,” he
that he’s not sure if it’s helped yet, as he is still getting says. “Florida has gotten away from that.”
Hopefully, if the finger pointing does start, the
calls following Ike.
According to Cole, homeowners have to under- window industry won’t be the target.
“I don’t expect there will be a flood of warranty and
stand the difference between a leak and water
other similar claims,” says Toney. “As we saw after
intrusion.
“Water is going to come into the house,” Cole says. Katrina and Rita, there were not a lot of direct claims
“Then people say, ‘But, this is a hurricane window?’” versus window manufacturers and dealers.
To assuage these fears from homeowners, the Practically, most owners will solely look to insurance
company gives information to its dealers and and don’t have the energy or finances to go to war
❙
builders regarding intrusion including a white paper over warranty claims.”
on this issue produced by the American Architectural
Manufacturers Association.
Tara Taffera is the editor/publisher of DWM magazine.
www.dwmmag.com

Win-door World
Industry Displays Latest Products in Toronto

he fenestration industry will again gather
this year for the annual Win-door North
America show in Toronto November 11-13.
NORTH AMERICA 2008
The event, which will be held at the Metro Toronto
Convention Center North Building, Halls A and B,
is sponsored by the Canadian Window and Door Manufacturers Association.
More than 100 exhibitors will be traveling to the show to display their latest
products. Read on for some of the highlights.

T

SCREENS

RiteScreen Adds New Patio
Door Screen to Offering
RiteScreen
has a new
patio
door
screen available,
which company
officials say offers
premium quality at
a non-premium price.
The 148Ext aluminum
frame is a 2-inch wide
profile with a contoured design and
is available with the company’s
AdvanEdge side adjust roller system.
❙❙➤ www.ritescreen.com

performance benefits include:
exceptional argon retention; easy
integration with current insulating
glass manufacturing equipment;
machine-controlled muntin locations; corner connectors that incorporate argon-filling holes; and aesthetically
pleasing
sightlines.
Several color options are available
for a variety of market needs.
❙❙➤ www.technoform.us
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WTS System Designed
for Efficient Business
The software package from
WTS Paradigm® offers several features to make manufacturing run
smoothly. The system maintains
real-time information through
dashboard reporting, provides

Resiver Adds New
Features to Several Series
Resiver has expanded both its
300 and 400 Series by adding two
new features to each. Both new

Technoform Goes 24/7
with Spacer Production
Technoform recently established
24/7 manufacturing operations for its TGI® warmedge spacer and is planning significant capital
expansion to keep pace
with market demand.
The TGI warm-edge
spacer features a
hybrid design and
offers warm-edge
performance
as
measured by independent laboratory testing, according to the company.
Additional

SOFTWARE

PROFILES

SPACERS
d
o
o
r

which are available with exclusive
V-grooved glass patterns.
❙❙➤ www.resiver.com

have available the new “FR” version,
a patio door with a 12-inch kick
panel, and three options for laminated wood grain interior finishes.
The company also will display its
500 Series and HybridexMC R850,

operational control and creates a
structure for growth, according to
the company. In addition, it
allows for reporting and sales
force management, along with
direct sales capabilities. It also
can integrate into your company’s
current accounting program,
eliminating the need for double
entry of information.
Along with these benefits, the system allows you to send accurate
information to the plant, provides
order process management, efficiency reporting and barcode scanning.
“WTS CenterPoint module has
allowed Eagle to realize significant
gains in our sales volume without
having to add support staff to handle the growth,” says one WTS user,
Dave Beeken, president of Eagle
Window and Door.
❙❙➤ www.wtsparadigm.com

Win-door 2008 Show Hours
Tuesday, November 11

5 p.m. – 8 p.m.

Wednesday, November 12

10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Thursday, November 13

10 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Visit www.windoorshow.com for full show details.

COMPONENTS

Check Out Schlegel’s
New Magnetic Seals
Schlegel
Systems,
based
in
Rochester,
N.Y.,
is
introducing
its
new TPE
extr uded
magnetic
seals at the
show. The extruded
thermoplastic elastomer
magnetic
(TPE) seal combines thermoplastic flexibility with the
functional performance of thermoplastic rubber. Schlegel’s new
engineering and development
capabilities can produce a TPE bulb
to meet almost any application
requirement, according to the company. With extruded TPE, the flexible bulb acts as a mechanical seal
with little resistance; conforms to
the shape of the sealing surface better than rigid materials; and is available in a range of sizes and colors.
❙❙➤ www.schlegel.com

PATIO DOORS

New Patio Door
is Royally Improved
Royalplast, a division of Royal
Window and Door Profiles, has
improved its Performer patio door
just in time for the show. The door is
a vinyl/wood-clad fused frame system designed with a sleek appearance and quality craftsmanship
designed for extreme weather conditions, according to the company.
The Performer patio door is available with a 5 ½-inch or a 7 ¼-inch
jamb depth and is offered with a

standard 1-inch glass package to provide energy efficiency and reliability.
A new high-performance sill is
also part of the new design which
achieves a DP-50 rating for enhanced
performance, improved water tightness and extreme rigidity. The product is contour grids. The door is also
equipped with a heavy-duty aluminum extruded screen system.
❙❙➤ www.royalplast.ca

FILMS

Renolit Introduces New
Opportunities for PVC and
Fiberglass Window Systems
American Renolit Corp. has
extended its FAST exterior film
range to include new colors, known
as “Euras.” These new color selections are designed to allow PVC and
fiberglass windows to have the
popular metallic finishes of
anodized metals. Suitable for both
the interior and exterior of the window profile, company officials say
these products stand up to the elements exceptionally well in all
North American climates. The films
carry a 10-year exterior warranty in
the United States and Canada.
The Euras range offers a silver
and two metallic anodized finishes.
American Renolit’s FAST range also
now includes a true black color
exterior laminate film as well.
❙❙➤ www.renolit.com

SEALANTS

Fenzi Offers Desiccant for
Both Manual and Auto Filling
Fenzi North America has added
Fenzi Molver desiccant to its product
line. Available for both manual and
auto filling stations, Fenzi Molver 3A
Desiccant will provide water adsorption for insulating glass (IG) production, according to the company.

In addition, Fenzi North America
currently manufactures and distributes Thiover Polysulphide, Butylver
PIB along with Alu Pro and Roll Tech
spacer profiles for the IG market.
❙❙➤ www.fenzi-na.com

FINISHES

Finishes Galore
Available from Superior
Superior Finishes Inc.
offers several finishes for doors
and windows.
Among the
Winnipeg,
Manitobabased company’s offerings are the
S e q u o i a ®
Series VI fluoropolymer made with
KYNAR Aquatec™ Emulsion, air
dry, force dry and bake formulations, which the company says has
a durability of 40 years. In addition, the company offers its
Sequoia ® 444 and 888 Series
water-base formulations.
❙❙➤ www.superiorfinishesinc.com ❙
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Sustainability
in

San
T
Antonio

he
American
Architectural
Manufacturers
Association
(AAMA) held its fall conference
September 21-24 in San Antonio
at the Hyatt Regency Hill Country
Resort. One topic seemed to prevail throughout all the sessions: the ideas of green product certification and sustainability and how
to promote them.

Opening Session
Rich Walker, president of the association, opened the general session with
several updates, including one on the
Precipitation Imaging Probe for which
AAMA has been providing funding to
by Penny Stacey
assist in the study of hurricanes. The
device was deployed during the most
recent hurricanes, Ike and Hannah.
“They hope to start getting some good data from
that,” he said.

Environmental Concepts
Take Center Stage at

AAMA Fall Conference
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AAMA held its fall conference
just a few miles from the Alamo
in San Antonio.
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Walker also warned attendees to provide feedback on the revised ENERGY
STAR® draft criteria so it can be presented in comment form by AAMA before
the October deadline (see related story in
September DWM, page 22).
One popular topic throughout the
conference was the group’s green certification program, which currently is
under development. Walker advised
he has meetings planned with
both the U.S. Green Building
Council and the Green Building
Initiative in order to get
feedback on the AAMA program
as it develops.
“We don’t want to go too far
down our road without having
their input,” he said.

While meetings comprised
most of the conference
(left), there were also some
opportunities for networking
and entertainment (below).

Glass Cleaning
The Glass Care and Cleaning
Task Group, chaired by Tracy
Rogers of Edgetech, worked during the fall conference to pin down
the scope of the newly formed
group. In working on this task,
first-time attendee Kathy KrafkaHarkema of Pella Corp. brought up some concerns that
she felt need to be addressed by the group’s work.
“You’re going to see a lot of green products and
issues with sealants down the road,” she warned.
However, Rogers reminded the group that currently
that’s beyond the scope.
“With that you’re getting beyond the glass,” he said.
Much discussion also developed about working with
the Glass Association of North America (GANA), which
also has produced several documents about glass
cleaning, to build on what the two groups have created. However, many noted that much of GANA’s work
has focused on a concern about using metal scrapers
(in response to the efforts of the International Window
Cleaners Association), and what this does to the glass.
“I think [this brochure] should be a more positive
thing,” said Margaret Webb, executive director of the
Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance (IGMA). “I
think I can say comfortably that IGMA wants no part of
that battle.”
After much discussion, Rogers narrowed down the
group’s options to:
• Using the GANA documents to develop a brochure;
• Reprinting GANA’s documents (with permission);

• Focusing on framing materials, too;
• Focusing on architectural
and commercial or residential, or both; or
• Updating AAMA’s already printed brochure “Caring
for Your Windows and Doors” to incorporate glass.
Mike Burriss of Cytec reminded the group the value
of including the framing system in the final document.
“If you’re not going to include the system, what’s the
value in it coming from AAMA?” he asked.
Webb noted that Krafka-Harkema’s concerns about
the sealants and what cleaners might do to these
would be of interest as well.
“Do we want something around cleaning or protecting the glass?” Rogers asked, in response to these
comments.
Krafka-Harkema also suggested branching out into
other communications, such as the AAMA website and
possibly video demonstrations, which led to a vote to
change the scope. Tim McGlinchy of GED Integrated
motioned to change the scope to include “communications” rather than a brochure, and to say that the
communications would “address,” rather than detail,
the proper cleaning of glass. PPG’s Paul Bush seconded
the motion.
The group ended by deciding upon a basic outline
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continued from page 43

for a brochure or other communications:
• Provide do’s;
• Provide don’ts;
• Add tempered glass to the products covered;
• Address specific methods for cleaning glass; and
• Provide a reference to the manufacturer’s recommendations for cleaning.
In an effort to develop specific methods, the group
will review various manufacturers’ instructions prior
to its next meeting.
“We may find out when we’re done that we’re way
beyond this brochure,” Rogers added.

Aluminum and Low-E

The Aluminum Low-E Task Group held its first meeting during the fall conference. Chaired by Robin Randall
of TRACO, the group worked to narrow its scope, which,
prior to the meeting, read: To develop a specification
describing test procedures and performance requirements for high-performing coatings that result in a lowemissivity surface when applied to aluminum extrusions and panels for architectural products.
After much debate, the group decided to remove
“high-performing” from the scope so that the specification could include various types of coatings; in addition,
the group debated whether to reference AAMA 2603, 2604 or 2605 in the
specification.
“[Eliminating high-performing]
eliminates the 2603, 2604 and 2605
Industry Meets Again to Discuss Door
issue,” pointed out Raj Goyal of
Component Testing and Substitution
Goyal and Associates.

he American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) Door
Component Interchangeability Task Group hosted an all-day discussion
forum on September 25 to further develop guidelines to be used for
side-hinged entry door component substitution/interchangeability. The first
of these discussion forums was held July 8 and sparked industry dialogue on
this topic. According to John Lewis, AAMA technical director, AAMA hosted
the forum to discuss the information received to date intended for draft
industry guidelines, which may be used for certification programs. In addition
to members of the task group, representatives of the Association of Millwork
Distributors (AMD) and Window and Door Manufacturers Association (WDMA)
were in attendance.
The meeting began by reviewing draft text on various topics within the document developed since the last meeting of this group in July. These sections
address seals, glass, frames, fasteners and downsizing. In addition, glass assemblies and door lite frames were discussed at length. An ad hoc task group was
developed to address testing methodology.
The group also discussed other new sections developed since the last meeting.
One issue discussed at length was that of in-house versus third-party testing of
units. The group decided that the waiver of retest process used currently by
AAMA and WDMA would be included in the draft guidelines. These requirements
ensure that manufacturers are provided with a process (waiver of retest) to qualify components equivalent to, or superior to, those included in the door assembly as tested.
Another item of discussion related to sills. It was noted that site-built doors
are not covered by the 2008 version of AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440, NAFS
— North American Fenestration Standard/Specification for windows, doors, and
skylights. Doors with drop-in sills are currently exempt from the standard.
Therefore, requirements were developed following typical certification program
procedures and options.
The task group will host another door forum tentatively scheduled for
December to discuss astragals, as well as draft text of the sections of the document addressing frames and stile and rail door leafs.
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Green Specification
Rogers, who also chairs the green
and sustainability specification
development task group, introduced
the group’s first draft of a possible
specification document. While the
draft was rough in form, it included a
list of the possible items that might
receive points under the green certification, and detailed a matrix in
which a ratio is calculated, resulting
in two final “green” scores—one for
features and one for performance.
Performance includes items such as
air/water/structural performance,
while features include such items as
recyclability, recycled content, etc.
Much discussion ensued after the
introduction of the document about
what makes a product sustainable.
“I don’t know how structural performance has anything to do with
sustainability,” said one attendee.
“It’s because it affects the life cycle
of the product,” Rogers said.
The group also had some discussion about whether the glass and
framing material should be considered separately when it comes to
“recycled content” of the product,
continued on page 46
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though no conclusion was reached. Many were concerned about the basics, such as what constitutes recycled content. Currently, the draft references FTC 260
for identifying what is considered recycled content.
The task group hopes to have the specification balloted early next year.

Vinyl Under Attack
Judith Nordgren of the Vinyl Institute spoke during a
meeting of the Vinyl Materials Council and provided
an update on all of the ways the green movement has
in some cases led to an attack on vinyl products in
recent months and years.
One example Nordgren gave was that, at one point,
Wal-Mart announced it would no longer use PVC
packaging.
“We’re very far removed from these guys making the
decisions,” she told her audience, which was left with
standing room only. “I implore you to implore your
salespeople out there meeting with customers to make
sure they’re answering these questions [about vinyl].”
After Wal-Mart made this announcement, Nordgren

said that the Center for Health, Environmental and
Justice went after other retailers, such as Target, Sears,
Wegman’s, Costco and J.C. Penney and encouraged
them to take a similar path.
“An attack on any PVC material is an attack on all of
us,” she warned.
She added, “Lately, we see all chemicals, all plastics,
under attack.”
In an effort to educate even students on vinyl and its
benefits, the Vinyl Institute has formed a design competition for students using vinyl.
Nordgren also reminded attendees that when
“green” is an issue for a customer, it’s important to
focus on life-cycle analysis.
“I won’t say [vinyl is] green but I say it’s sustainable,”
she said.
She also noted that the Green Globes program looks
favorably on vinyl.
“If you’re not a member of Green Globes, or GBI, I
encourage you to join,” Nordgren added.
continued on page 48
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3. Please check ALL the types of work your
company performs:
C  Commercial R  Residential
B  Both
O  Other
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A  Owner/president
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Green and Sustainability Committee
The green and sustainability committee held one
of the largest meetings of the conference. Committee
chair Steve Fronek of Apogee heard reports from the
various subcommittee and task group chairs.
Among the highlights of the meeting was a report
from Dave Moyer of Architectural Testing, chair of
the procedural guide task group, who noted that the
group is in a bit of a holding pattern, trying to develop a procedure for a specification that’s not complete yet.
“The procedural guide task group is doing what we
can, but we’re kind of the tail on the dog and the dog
isn’t there,” he said. “I’m wondering if we might be a little premature in our efforts.”
Moyer recommended that the group hold on its
efforts until the spec is complete. Fronek called on
Rogers to explain how long he expected the specification to take. Rogers said that with many comments
and balloting still in the future, it likely would not be
complete for at least a year.
John Lewis, AAMA technical director, expressed
some concern about this timeframe.
“It looks like we’re looking at a year and a half or so
until this is complete, but we could be facing a different world a year from now,” Lewis said.
Brent Slaton of Keymark, who chairs the aluminum
sustainability task group, questioned the motivation to
push the program through so quickly.
“I’d think we’d like to give it a little thought and do it
right the first time,” he said.
Fronek agreed.
Lewis noted, though, that the program that emerges
first often is the leader in a given area; for example, he
noted that of the Green Globes, the NAHB and USGBC
green building programs, he expects eventually the
USGBC’s is the one that will last, as he said it was the
first to make strides.
“Being the leader in this for fenestration is what’s
important,” Lewis said.
But, Rogers argued, the way the process for developing standards within the association has been set up
prevents rushing a document through—and with
reason.
“The process doesn’t allow it,” he said. “I could
ask the people involved to put their thoughts aside
in the interest of time, but that will end up taking
longer.”
AAMA’s 72nd annual conference will be held
February 22-25, 2009, in Coronado, Calif, at the Loews
Coronado Bay Resort near San Diego.
❙
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Penny Stacey is the assistant editor of DWM magazine.
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Optima Casement System
™

Available in dual-arm, dyad,
straight-arm and awning style configurations

A Premier™ Line of Casement Hardware
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
• Water tight design offers 400% more water resistance than competitors
through patent pending o-ring seal technology.
• Incorporates a composite assembly that thermally insulates the hardware and
significantly reduces temperature transfer.
• New progressive lock-up mechanism delivers 30% more vertical motion for
maximum sash pull-in and easier consumer operation.
• Same route locations for easy integration into your current window system.

Ask about the 300 Series
stainless steel model
for high corrosion applications!

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE
• Meets AAMA 901-96 cycle test – Commercial Grade.
• Passes commercial hardware load rating AAMA 101.
• Locking points withstand 450 pounds of pulling force to help pass up to
AAMA DP 70 as well as Dade County Impact & Cycle testing.
• A highly protective powder-coat finish.
Innovation. Performance. Style.

STUNNING VISUALS
• Consumer-preferred visuals offered in a choice of new trend-setting finishes
including oil-rubbed bronze, satin nickel and other popular finishes.
• A fold-away crank handle blends with the operator cover eliminating
interference with window coverings.

790 West Commercial Avenue
Lowell, Indiana 46356-2249
Phone 219-696-5950
Fax 1-800-626-1758

w w w. a s h l a n d h a rd w a re . c o m
VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH # 739

The

Nuts & Bolts of It
The Latest in Door and Window Hardware

While these days much door and window hardware is designed to
be concealed, it’s still a crucial part of the finished unit, and one
that shouldn’t be forgotten. DWM has compiled the latest in
door and window hardware options available to manufacturers.
Ashland Introduces Optima™
Casement Hardware System
The new Optima casement hardware system from Ashland Hardware
Systems is extremely water-resistant,
according to the Lowell, Ind.based company. The

system is
equipped
with
water-tight,
patent-pending O-ring seal technology integrated within the operator.
The system’s high-performance steel
construction incorporates a new
advanced composite assembly that
insulates the operator thermally, and
significantly reduces transfer of heat

and cold into the home.
The tough multi-point lock also
offers a new progressive lock-up
mechanism that delivers a high
level of vertical motion for
maximum sash pull-in to
close the window, and allows
for easier consumer operation. The
operator passes AAMA Commercial
Grade 901-96 cycle test, and meets
AAMA 101 hardware load rating.
The Interlocking points will withstand 450 pounds of pulling force
to help pass up to AAMA DP 70, as
well as Dade County Impact and
cycle testing.
The system is offered in a choice of
new trend-setting finishes that
includes oil-rubbed bronze and satin
nickel. It includes a detent in the lock
and operator handles to indicate that

Truth Offers Two New Options
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Truth Hardware has two new products available: the
TwinLatch™, a high-strength composite tilt latch, and
the Nexus lock system, a lockset system for sliding patio
doors available in both two- and multi-point options.
According to Truth, the TwinLatch is simple to install
as it does not require any T-shaped routes when the window profile is being prepped for hardware installation.
The latch is equipped with a unique push-down installation, so that it snaps easily into the flush-mounted
latches in the window’s profile, according to the company. The TwinLatch is available in a variety of colors.
The Nexus lock system combines both versatility and
easy installation, according to Truth, and is available in
flush- or face-mount or recessed configurations. The
two-point locking system utilizes two opposing locking points, which offers single point of horizontal adjustment for the reach of the lock hooks and is available in steel or stainless steel. The multi-point model with three locking points is
offered in stainless steel as standard. Designed to help customers meet AAMA and
CAWM forced entry requirements, the Nexus two-point version can exceed 2,800
pounds of pulling force and the multi-point system exceeds 3,000 pounds.
❙❙➤ www.truth.com
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the system is in the open and closed
positions. It also includes a fold-away.
❙❙➤ www.ashlandhardhardware.com

Achieved a Flush-Faced
Surface with Tectus
The new Tectus concealed hinge
from HOPPE North America Inc.
makes it possible to achieve unin-

terrupted flush-faced surfaces on
the hinge side of the door, according to the Fort Atkinson, Wis.-based
company. The hinge system is
invisible when the door is closed,
but is available in silver or brass finish to complement other fixtures.
Available for use on wood, steel
or aluminum frames and with
unrebated doors, the Tectus concealed hinge allows the door to
open up to 180 degrees. According
to the company, the low-maintenance
slide-bearings
provide
worry-free performance and the
non-handed hinges simplify ordering and installation.
HOPPE offers the full range of
jigs and templates for convenient
installation, and representatives
say the 3-D adjustability of the
Tectus concealed hinge allows for
easy adjustment of both the height
and depth of the door if needed.
❙❙➤ www.us.hoppe.com
❙
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Recent Approvals, Disapprovals at the ICC Final Action Hearings
by Ellen Rogers, Tara Taffera and Drew Vass
hile pre-hangers were saved again from additional testing of doors, some modifications
were made to the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), among others. Here is
DWM’s in-depth coverage of the International Code Council’s final action hearings,
which were held in September in Minneapolis.

W

Approved

EC26 Sparks Debate;
Approved as Modified
Proposal EC26 of the IECC generated an abundance of interest
and dragged out debate for nearly
half an hour during the code hearings. Discussions especially slowed
amid public comment number
four. A back-and-forth session
among attendees included debate
over a possible conflict between
impact-resistant requirements and
energy codes.
As submitted, EC26 would have
effectively changed the glazed fenestration solar heat gain coefficient
(SHGC) from 0.37 in climate zones
one and two to 0.35, and from 0.40
to 0.35 in zone three. Committee
action, which was ultimately
approved, however, called for a 0.30
requirement across all zones.
The committee stated previously
that it believed a 0.30 maximum
SHGC rating for fenestration in
these zones was reasonable. It further reported that it believed an
ample number of products are
available to achieve this value. The
committee suggested that its move
to go from 0.35 to 0.30 reflected a
more aggressive value that would
be consistent with the level of stringency that present energy conservation concerns call for.
The committee heard debate
previously from industry representatives stating that 0.35 was more
reasonable than the suggested 0.30
www.dwmmag.com

from a product availability point of
view, but it ultimately decided to
stick with its 0.30.
Public comment number one,
provided by Julie Ruth of JRuth
Code Consulting, who represented
the
American
Architectural
Manufacturers’
Association
(AAMA), requested approval as
submitted and stated:
“As originally submitted, EC26
established a maximum SHGC of
0.35 in Climate Zones one, two and
three for residential glazed fenestration in the IECC. This would
have been a 12.5-percent reduction
in the SHGC. This provided for
some reduction in solar heat gain,
and hence anticipated cooling
load, in the building, while still
allowing a certain amount of daylighting through the fenestration
products.”
Comment one suggested that
lowering the SHGC from 0.40 to
0.35 in the IECC would be a reasonable compromise that should result
in some net energy savings. Others
felt 0.35 wasn’t in sync with current
needs.
Public comment number two
expressed concerns over having the
same requirements for zones one,
two and three. Issued by Ron
Nickson of the National Multi
Housing Council, comment two
suggested adjusting zones one and
two to a 0.35 requirement, while
setting a 0.40 requirement for zone

3. Nickson cited full building simulations as a tool for determining
requirements. Some individuals
expressed concerns about the data
used, but Nickson rebutted those
concerns by explaining only one
source currently was available.
Public comment number four,
supplied by Thomas S. Zaremba,
representing Pilkington North
America, and Tom Mewbourne,
representing AGC Flat Glass North
America Inc., proposed modification to the committee’s action to
afford greater flexibility in the
design and use of hurricane-resistant glass that complies with section 1609.1.2 of the International
Building Code. Opposing arguments zeroed in on possible conflicts between IRC and IECC
requirements and further focused
on the need for EC26 to concentrate on energy conservation needs,
not public safety. Michael Fischer,
code consultant for the Window
and
Door
Manufacturers
Association (WDMA), voiced concerns in this area as well.
“I think you’ve been sold a bill of
goods today that we need impact
resistance,” Fischer stated. “People
will die this year from house fires,
because they’re using space heaters
and can’t afford to pay their energy
bills ... let’s not bring public safety
into this.”
Proponents of public comment
number four cited a conflict

EC26 EC22 S141 EC14 S83 RB174 S142 S143 RE2 EC25 EC4
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between the use of single-pane,
impact-resistant products and proposed energy requirements.
“If you’re a designer and you’re
going to design a piece of glass in a
hurricane-prone area, number one
you’re going to try to minimize the
amount of glass,” argued Zaremba.
“Most of the glass involved in
breakage in a hurricane is going to
be annealed glass ... it breaks into
shards and it can kill you. That’s the
cause for single panes of glass.”

EC18 Approved as Modified
by Public Comment One
Code change proposal EC18
parts one and two were approved
as modified by public comments
one, respectively. Proposed by
Craig Conner, Building Quality, representing himself, as submitted
EC18 part one would have lowered
fenestration U-factor ratings, as
found in table 402.1.1 insulation
and fenestration requirements by
component, from 0.75 in climate
zone two and 0.65 in zone three,
both to 0.55. The same changes
were proposed for table 402.1.3
equivalent U-factors. EC18 originally was disapproved by committee action. Part two originally proposed changing table N1102.1
insulation
and
fenestration
requirements by component, fenestration U-factor ratings to 0.55 in
both zones two and three. Part two
applied the same changes to table
N1102.1.2 and was previously
approved as modified adjusting
only zone two to 0.65 in tables
N1102.1 and N1102.1.2.
Arguments for and against EC18
parts one and two centered around
product material usage and aligning hurricane protection and energy conservation needs.
“EC18 is a much better option
for addressing energy efficiency

along with hurricane safety issues,”
said Thomas Culp, representing the
Aluminum Extruders Council
(AEC) in a previous session.

EC22: Part One
Disapproved; Part Two
Approved as Modified
by Public Comment Two
After drawing much debate during the International Code Council
(ICC) code hearings, EC22 part one
was disapproved as previously recommended by the code committee.
Part two, however, was approved as
modified by public comment two.
Part one called for changing
glazed fenestration SHGC requirements in zones one and two from
0.37 to 0.30 and zone three from 0.40

SHGC: Final Numbers
• In the IECC, zones 1-3 moved from
0.40 to 0.30;
• In the IRC, zones 1-3 moved from
0.40 to 0.35. Products with impact
rated glazing stay at 0.40;
• In both, there continues to be no
requirement for zones 4 through
8, and also not in Marine 3.
Note: these apply to all
fenestration, including skylights.

U-Factor:
Final Numbers
• Zone 1 stayed at 1.20;
• Zone 2 moved from 0.75 to
0.65. Products with impact rated
glazing stay at 0.75;
• Zone 3 moved from 0.65 to
0.50. Products with impact rated
glazing stay at 0.65;
• Zone 4 moved from 0.40 to 0.35; and
• Zone 5 through 8 stayed at 0.35.
Note: these apply to all fenestration besides skylights. None of the
skylight U-factors changed from the
2006 IECC values.

to 0.30 as well. Original and primary
reasons included the impact low
SHGC windows have by reducing
cooling energy use and increasing
heating energy use. The committee’s
basis for recommending disapproval was in anticipation of more
aggressive values in EC24 and EC26.
The committee also motioned
for disapproval of EC22 part two.
Suggested changes in part two
included adjusting SHGC ratings
for insulation and fenestration
requirements by component to
0.30 in zones one through three.
Public comment two called for softening those requirements to 0.35,
which was ultimately approved as
submitted.

Disapproved
S141—Proponent: Mike Fischer,
representing the WDMA. The ICC
upheld its original unanimous decision made in February regarding
code proposal S141 (International
Building Code-Structural), which
addressed the side-hinged exterior
door standard. The proposal, submitted by the WDMA, attempted to
remove the current exemption for
side-hinged exterior doors from
nationwide
testing
of
the
AAMA/WDMA/CSA A440 test standard. If approved, the proposal
would have added testing and labeling requirements for side-hinged
door assemblies that are included
within
the
scope
of
AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440.
The proposal was again disapproved
at the final action hearings.
While Fischer spoke on behalf of
the WDMA, there were far more
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Codes
continued from page 53
people speaking in favor of upholding the committee’s original decision. This included Jeff Burton,
director of codes and standards for
the Association of Millwork
Distributors’ (AMD), and Larry Ray,
representing pre-hanger GHDC
Inc. in Tupelo, Miss.
All who spoke reminded members to “uphold the committee’s
original unanimous decision in
February.”
“This [passage of this proposal]
would cause utter chaos in the
industry,” said Ray. “Many [prehangers] would not survive.”
According to Fischer, all exterior
components in a structure face the
same exposure to weather. “This
proposal is a logical extension to
apply the same requirements to
side-hinged doors (within the scope
of 101/I.S.2/A440) that are currently
applied to windows and sliding
doors. It is inconsistent for the code
to require side-hinged door installation and flashing to prevent water
infiltration while the door itself is
exempted from any water testing
requirements.
Expanding
the
requirements for testing and labeling to 101/I.S.2/A440 to side-hinged
doors addresses this inconsistency
in the code.”
“Although my heart goes out to
those states with hurricane winds,
we don’t have these in Minnesota,
but in the individual states that
have these problems, there are
state codes to address this issue,”
said one pre-hanger located in
Minnesota.
A representative from Simpson
Door reiterated the fact that it is to
up to the states to address this issue.
“There are codes in place in hurricane-prone regions to address
this issue,” he said.
He also noted that exterior sidehinged doors are all tested to NFRC
100 and 200 standards.
“I feel lonely up here,” said
Fischer, when it was his turn to
speak in favor of the proposal.
Another individual also supportwww.dwmmag.com

ed the proposal and said, “Those
who are opposed to this are saying
that it is up to the states, but this is
the International Building Code. It’s
for the entire country.”
EC14—Proponent:
Thom
Zaremba, representing the Advanced Building Coalition (ABC).
Discussions went past 2 a.m. when
this proposal was debated on September 22, but in the end the ABC
defeated the Energy Efficient Codes
Coalition’s (EECC) IECC E14 proposal and its companion appendix.
Zaremba represented the ABC,
which consists of the Association of
Industrial Metalized Coaters & Laminators - Window Film Committee;
the International Window Film Association; The AEC; APA; Nu-Wool
Co. Inc.; Pilkington North America
Inc.; AGC Flat Glass North America
Inc.; Icynene Inc.; Craig Conner,
Building Quality; and Birch Point
Consulting. The group’s objective is
to promote a significant, cost-effective increase in building energy efficiency and sustainability.
The EECC’s website says EC14
was proposed to “boost the energy
efficiency of the 2009 IECC by 30
percent over the current model
code.” EC 14 has been dubbed by
EECC as “The 30 Percent Solution.”
EC14 proposed changing fenestration U-factors for climate zones
one through four. Opponents said
this would create inconsistencies
with the International Residential
Code (IRC).
According to hearing documents, the ABC opposed EC14, as it
represented an “effort on the part of
its proponents to actually introduce inconsistencies into the ICC
family of codes … while we strongly support a cost-effective increase
in the building energy codes, the
proposed ‘solution’ in EC14 is
flawed.” Comments from ABC in
the documents said, “as part of a
strategy to eliminate the energy
provisions from the IRC, the proponents of EC14 did not submit a single corresponding change to

Chapter 11 of the IRC. Both the IRC
and IECC are widely used, and
deviations between the two codes
will create confusion and enforcement complications.
S83—Proponent: John Woestman, representing the Door Safety
Council. If passed this would have
allowed side-hinged door assemblies to meet the impact testing requirements of ANSI/SDI A250.13.
The WDMA opposed this proposal.
RB174—Proponent:
Michael
Fischer, representing the WDMA.
According to the proposal, window
fall prevention devices and window
guards, where provided, shall comply with the requirements of ASTM
F 2090. The 2006 International
Residential Code (IRC) and
International Building Code (IBC)
contain a newly adopted requirement for minimum sill heights in
windows located more than 72
inches above grade as a means to
prevent child falls through open
windows. During the consideration
of this proposal over several code
cycles, WDMA expressed dismay
with the lack of technical substantiation that demonstrated any positive impact of this requirement on
the number of child window falls.
In fact, WDMA’s opposition was due
in large part to concerns about the
unintended consequences such a
requirement could have on fire
safety.
When speaking before the committee during the hearing, Fischer
said we shouldn’t “experiment with
our children.”
He also pointed out that minimum sill heights don’t help reduce
child window falls.
“The only jurisdiction in the
United States with a sill height
requirement is Denver and falls are
heightened in that area,” he said.
But those in support of the committee’s original decision urged the
committee to not take the sill
height requirement out of the code,
continued on page 56
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Codes
continued from page 54
and ultimately they were successful
as the committee’s original decision was upheld.
S142—Proponent: William E.
Koffel, representing the Glazing
Industry Code Committee. The
proposal called for exterior windows and sliding doors to be tested
and labeled as conforming to
AAMA/WDMA/CSA101/I.S.2/A440.
As was the case with S141, the committee’s original decision in
February was upheld and this proposal was denied.
According to the proposal, “the
purpose is to remove the exemption that fenestration products
labeled to AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/A440 do not have to meet
the requirements of sections 2403.2
and 2403.3, which ensure safe performance through proper support
of glass. Specifically, section 2403.3
would have required that the
deflection of framing members
supporting glass may not exceed
L/175 of the glass edge length (or ¾
inch, whichever is less) when subjected to the design load. Chapter
24 of the IBC relies on glass design
curves that are contained in ASTM
E 1300. This ASTM standard recognizes the importance of limiting
edge deflection of the glass and also
recommends a limitation of L/175
of the glass edge length. Prior to the
IBC, the legacy codes required
deflection limitations of L/175 of
the span for glass holding members. It was not until the IBC was
published that this exemption was
allowed.”
S143—Proponent: John Woestman, representing the Door Safety
Council. This proposal would have
added the ANSI Standard ANSI/SDI
A250.13-XX Testing and Rating of Severe Windstorm Resistant Components for Swinging Door Assemblies
to Chapter 35 of the IBC.
At the time of the February hearings this standard was not complete,
but it is complete now, so Woestman
encouraged its addition in the code
as it would, “allow a componentwww.dwmmag.com

based approach and allow interchangeability of components.”
This proposal helps resolve performance and code compliance
issues when doors are assembled
from components from multiple
sources and include interchangeable
elements, according to Woestman.
Gary Erlich of the National
Association of Home Builders
opposed the proposal in February
but is now in favor of it as the standard is complete. The committee’s
February vote was no and in
Minneapolis the motion failed by
one vote.
RE2—Proponents:
Thomas
Zaremba and Thomas Culp. This
proposal would have placed the
residential provisions of the energy
code in one place, rather than having potentially different requirements in the IRC and the IECC. The
committee’s original vote of disapproval was upheld.
EC25—Proponent: Vicki Lovell,
representing the Association of
Industrial Metallized Coaters and
Laminators. The proposal would
have allowed for overhangs to allow
the user of the code another design
option. It would permit modification and configuration of the structure to achieve a lower SHGC.
Many in the industry spoke in
favor of this measure, including
Julie Ruth representing AAMA,
Thomas Culp representing the AEC
and Thomas Zaremba representing
Pilkington North America.
“Our glass manufacturer members would love to encourage the
use of low-E, but how can we tell a
homeowner who wants an overhang that they have to use low-E
glass instead?” said Culp.
“Shading reduces solar gain, so
why as a designer wouldn’t you
want to do that?” asked Zaremba.
“For one thing you wouldn’t get
credit for it in the energy code, but
with this proposal you would.”
He added, “We make glass but
we’re in support of this as it’s a
smart design alternative.”

There were those opposed to the
proposal, including Mike Fischer,
representing the WDMA, who said
that there are inherent problems in
the proposal. Garrett Stone, representing Cardinal Glass Industries,
also spoke in opposition. He said in
essence that we shouldn’t take a
known SHGC and put it against all
these other factors involved with
overhangs.
“This is not the right approach,”
agreed Jeff Harris of the Alliance to
Save Energy. “In fact, it could
increase heat load in the late afternoon and reduce comfort.”
In the rebuttal, Zaremba said that
many opposed to the proposal are
making it out to be more than it is.
“This is not the rocket science
that some are trying to make it out
to be. Overhangs just make sense,”
he said.
EC4—Proponents: Craig Conner,
Building Quality; Julie Ruth, JRuth
Code Consulting, representing
AAMA; Rand Baldwin, AEC;
Margaret Webb, representing the
Insulating Glass Manufacturers
Association; and Greg Carney, representing the Glass Association of
North America.
If approved, EC4 would have
allowed for the use of AAMA 507
for rating curtainwall and storefronts as an alternative to NFRC
100 and 200.
According to hearing documents,
the committee voted to disapprove
the proposal, as it did not include
third-party oversight requirements
for manufacturers doing the determination of the fenestration ratings.
The committee also said the standard was unclear regarding who
should be qualified to do the fenestration rating calculations.
❙
Ellen Rogers and Drew Vass are
contributing editors, and Tara Taffera is
editor/publisher of DWM magazine.
DWM staff monitored the hearings live
and brought the results daily to its
newsletter
subscribers
and
via
www.dwmmag.com.

Ones to Watch

COMINGS AND GOINGS
Amesbury Names
Steinhauer VP
Wayne Steinhauer
has been named vice
president
of
the
Amesbury
Group’s
window
hardware
group. He will be
responsible for all
Wayne
organizational funcSteinhauer
tions for this group,
which
includes
BSI-Balance
Systems, Fastek and Amesbury Asia.
Steinhauer served previously as
general manager for BSI-Balance
Systems.

NuAir Manufacturing
Names New CEO
NuAir, a door and window manufacturer based in Tampa, Fla., has
announced that Michael Brooks,
managing director of Resolution
Management LLC, has accepted a
position as the company’s interim
chief executive officer (CEO).
Despite challenging times in the
Florida
construction
market,
Brooks says he has a plan to help
NuAir regain its leadership position
in the door and window market.
“Like many companies in the cond
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struction industry, NuAir has faced
some challenges over the past few
years,” says Connie Horner, owner
of NuAir. “However, with the help of
Mr. Brooks, we intend to combat
these market conditions and continue to build on our legacy of more
than 62 years in business.”
Scott Henderson served previously as president. Representatives at
NuAir said Henderson left to pursue
other opportunities in March 2008.

G-U Hardware Names
Administration Manager,
National Sales Manager
G-U Hardware has
promoted
John J.
Imbriale to administration manager and
has
hired
Kevin
O’Connor as national
sales manager.
John J.
The company says Imbriale
O’Connor has 27 years
of fenestration sales and marketing
leadership and experience. He will
be responsible for directing the
efforts of the company’s technical
sales staff, as well as the independent manufacturers’ representatives.
His initial focus will be on introducing G-U’s new line of bronze handle

Reichert Joins Glasslam
Glasslam N.G.I. Inc. chief executive officer Stephen Howes has announced the
appointment of Gerhard Reichert as president of the company. Reichert will join
Glasslam during a major expansion of its operations servicing the glass fabrication and window industries.
“We are building a world-class company, and we are adding world-class leadership to our management team,” says Howes. “Gerhard has an unmatched background as an inventor, promoter and teacher, and we are thrilled to be bringing
him on board.”
Reichert was a founder of Edgetech I.G. Ltd. in 1985. An inventor of
Edgetech’s Super Spacer® [a registered trademark of Edgetech I.G. Inc.], he
served as the company’s director of engineering and vice president of business
development. He is considered an expert in insulating glass technology, holding
more than 40 industry patents, and has been an author and presenter worldwide
at technical events and conferences. He also serves on the Board of Directors of
the Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance and on the Board of Governors for
the Insulating Glass Certification Council.
www.dwmmag.com

sets, decorative hardware collection, Eagle locking system and BKS
e-Bolt.
In his new position, Imbriale will
coordinate materials management,
logistics, information technology,
technical services and customer
support.
During his 12 years with G-U
Hardware, Imbriale has served as
materials and purchasing manager,
technical services manager and
customer service manager.

DAC Products Promotes Two
DAC Products has
promoted two members of its staff.
Chris Hodges is the
company’s new business
development
manager. He will Chris Hodges
serve this function
along with his existing
duties of project management. In his new
role, Hodges will target new industries for
DAC’s business to
business customer Jim Taylor
base. He has been
with the company for one year.
Jim Taylor is assuming the duties
of customer service manager. He
will lead the customer service team
while continuing to have contact
with customers wishing to develop
custom designs.

Biesse Adds Key
Account Project Manager
Biesse
America
recently
appointed
Avtar Tiwana to the
position
of
key
account project manager
for
Biesse
Avtar Tiwana Systems of Canada
and
the
Upper
Midwest of the United States.
Tiwana is certified as a professional engineer and has 15 years of

“Our Commitment is to our Customers on total
satisfaction, expertise, and service.”
wood operations experience. He will
represent Biesse’s full line of machinery and service for potential and current customers throughout Canada
and the United States, including
North Dakota, South Dakota,
Minnesota,
Iowa,
Wisconsin,
Michigan, Ohio and New York.

PVC Machinery
Corner Cleaners & Cutter
Double Head Mitre Saw
Welder
V-Miter Saws
Conveyors
Material Handling
Digital & Manual Length Stop
Computerized Length Stop

Edgetech Has Several
New Hires, Promotions
Edgetech I.G. has made several
appointments
and
promotions recently.
Sarah Swigert has
been named international customer service representative;
Matthew Downing
Sarah Swigert
has been appointed
customer service representative;
John Burnett has
been hired as a regional sales manager for
the Southwest, coverMatthew
ing California, Nevada,
Downing
Utah, Arizona and
New Mexico;
Rob Miller has
been promoted to
quality engineer; and
Jeff Hanson has
John Burnett been promoted to
director of human
resources.
In
addition,
Edgetech’s company
controller,
Cindy
Vellano, has been
named Rotarian of
Rob Miller
the Year for her service as member and treasurer of the
local Rotary Club.

briefly

Stiles Machinery Inc. has promoted Duane Moore to the position of
regional service manager for the
Northeast region, and has hired Reid
Giving as an industrial sales engineer to cover the state of Oregon. ❙

Aluminum Machinery
Saws
Drills
Mills
Stitch Rollers Machines
Machining Center

Glass Machinery
Rotating Table
Pressing Table
Butyl Extruder
CNC/Manual Glass Cutting Tables
Automatic/Manual Washing Lines
Profile Cutting Machine
Hotmelt Extruder
Polysulphide Extruder
Desiccant Filling Machine

“We
SERVICE
All Makes
& Models”

Service
PVC Welder
All Saws
Corner Cleaner
Custom Machines
Hydraulics & Pneumatics
Electrical

For All Your Window Manufacturing
Requirements
www.windowmachinery.com
2650 Meadowvale Blvd., Unit 5
Mississauga, ON, Canada, L5N 6M5
Tel: (905) 542-2055 • Fax: (905) 542-2261
Toll Free (877) 829-5219
Website: www.ameri-can.ca • Email: sales@ameri-can.ca
VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH # 1515/1517

LitBits

free literature

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc. (CRL) has introduced the CRL DC07 Door
Controls Catalog, featuring CRL’s complete line of door control hardware including door closers, locks, handles, panic exit devices, door pulls
and other accessories. The full color, 230-page catalog is available in
print and online in PDF format (❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com)
… Hickory Hardware has released its 167-page, full-color
Decorative Hardware 2008 Catalog. The new catalog includes the company’s full range of knobs, pulls, backplates, hinges, appliance pulls and
other hardware and accessories (❙❙➤ www.hickoryhardware.com)
❙
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796;
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
EDTM Inc.
745 Capital Commons
Toledo, OH 43615
419/861-1030;
fax: 419/861-1031
www.edtm.com
sales@edtm.com
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156;
fax: 541/388-1157
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Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
www.dwmmag.com

Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Testing Equipment

Automated Testing
Solutions, Inc.
8301 Sunset Rd.
Minneapolis, MN 55432
877/784-1775;
Fax: 651/846-6808
www.automated-tests.com
Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery Inc.
30500 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
440/248-4009;
fax: 440/248-4018
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Door Hardware &
Related Products
Setting Blocks
Frank Lowe
Rubber & Gasket
10 Dubon Ct., Suite 1
Farmingdale, NY 11735
800/777-0202;
fax: 631/777-2560
www.franklowe.com
sales@franklowe.com

Doors, Exterior
Hurricane Glass Doors
Dome’l, Inc.
For Hi-Rise Buildings
No Shutters Needed
3 Grunwald St.
Clifton, NJ 07013
800/603-6635;
fax: 973/614-8011

Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

www.domelinc.com

Hardware Components
G-U Hardware Inc.
12650 Patrick Henry Dr.
Newport News, VA 23602
800/927-1097;
fax: 888/454-0161

Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
800/346-6628;
fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Truth Hardware Corp.
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884;
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Muntin Bars
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com

Vita USA
117 S. Cook St.
Suite #237
Barrington, IL 60010
847/381-2914;
fax: 847/381-2948
www.reth-group.com
vita-usa@reth-group.com

Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com

Winkhaus North America, Inc.
1171 Universal Blvd.
Whitewater, WI 53190
262/472-8800;
fax: 262/472-8900
www.winkhaus.com
Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg GmbH
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
Solingen, Germany 42655
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
Fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de

Truseal Technologies
6680 Parkland Blvd.
Solon, OH 44139
216/910-5100;
fax: 216/910-1505
www.truseal.com
Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
Bystronic Glass Inc.
13250 E. Smith Road
Suite H
Aurora, CO 80011
720/858-7700
Fax: 720/858-7701
salesusa@bystronicglass.com

GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401;
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Spacers
Edgetech IG Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338;
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com.
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870;
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com
Information &
Organizations
Associations
American Architectural
Manufacturers Assoc. (AAMA)
1827 Walden Office Square,
Suite 550
Schaumburg, IL 60173
847/303-5859
fax: 847/303-5774
www.aamanet.org
Metalworking &
Vinylworking
Machinery
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
Fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Misc. Products
Displays for Doors
and Windows
Emes Marketing Inc.
68 Theodore Place
Thornhill, ON L4J 8E4
Canada
905/886-1066;
fax: 905/886-1266
www.emidisplays.com
info@emidisplays.com

Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824;
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
Optimization Programs
Optima North America Inc.
3875 Boulevard St.-Jean
Baptiste
Montreal, QC H1B 5V4
Canada
514/645-8998;
Fax: 514/645-8558
sales@optima-america.com

Windows
Vinyl Windows
VEKA Inc.
100 VEKA Dr.
Fombell, PA 16123
800/654-5589;
fax: 724/452-1007
www.vekainc.com

Get in the Guide!
Listings start at just $350!
Contact Janeen Mulligan
at 540/720-5584 x112 or
e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.

❙

CLASSIFIEDS
Employment/Help Wanted

Representatives Needed
Window Hardware &
Related Products
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Sharon Hills, PA 19078
800/352-0800;
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Stiffeners
Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
360/653-6666;
fax: 360/653-9884
www.alumet.com
Weatherstripping
UltraFab Inc.
1050 Hook Rd.
Farmington, NY 14424
800/535-1050;
fax: 585/924-7680
www.ultrafab.com
sales@ultrafab.com
Window Components
Extrusions, Vinyl
Deceuninck
North America
351 N. Garver Road
Monroe, OH 45050
800/432-9560;
Fax: 513/539-5402
www.decna.biz

Winco is seeking additional representation in many
areas of the country. Winco offers a full line of architectural aluminum windows and specializes in high
end Blast Resistant/Historic Replication Blast
Resistant/Hurricane/ Ballistic and Tornado resistant
products. If you have the contacts and interests please
send your résumé to: sales4@wincowindow.com

Sales Manager
Custom Engineered
Commercial Windows
South Florida manufacturer seeks a sales manager to
expand its customer base and open new markets in
the Gulf and South Atlantic states. Require 5 years estimating, sales and project management experience in
windows, doors & hardware, storefront & curtain wall;
or, related businesses selling custom manufactured
building products. Skills selling, closing and negotiating contracts in the public and private sectors a must!
Compensation in the upper five to low six figures. Email resume to tom@escon.cc T. Harvey, Escon
Executive Search

Your Ad Could Be Here!!
call Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584 x112
or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com.
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NowSHOWing

• EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
COMMERCIAL SCREENS
(WICKETS - HOPPERS)
• RESIDENTIAL SCREENS
• ROLL FORM SCREEN
FRAME LINEALS
• RECTANGULAR, FLAT &
PYRAMID MUNTINS
• EXTRUDED PATIO DOOR
SCREENS
• ALUM. HURRICANE PANELS
MIAMI-DADE APPROVED

CATALOG AVAILABLE
Qualified Reps Wanted

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION
(This statement is published in compliance with the Act of October 23, 1962)
Door & Window Manufacturer (DWM) magazine is published 11 times annually,
for an annual subscription price of $35.00. Office of publication is located at
385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA 22554; Headquarters of general
business offices of the publisher is located at 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116,
Stafford, VA 22554.
Publisher/Editor: Tara Taffera, 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford, VA
22554.
Managing Editor: Shannon Fletcher, 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116, Stafford,
VA 22554. The owner is Key Communications Inc., 385 Garrisonville Road, Suite
116, Stafford, VA 22554. Stockholders holding one percent or more of total
amount of stock: Debra A. Levy. Known stockholders, mortgages, and other
security holders holding one percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities: None.
The average number of copies of each issue during the twelve months preceding
d
o the date shown is: (A) Total number of copies: 31,688 (B) Paid and/or requested
o circulation [(1) Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors, or counter
r sales: 0; (2) Paid or requested mail subscription: 29,300]; (C) Total paid and/or
requested circulation: 29,300; (D) Free distribution by mail (samples,
&
complimentary and other free): 1,026; (E) Free distribution outside the mail
W (carriers or other means): 234; (F) Total free distribution: 1,260; (G) Total
I distribution: 30,560; (H) Copies not distributed [(1) from office use, leftover,
N
unaccounted, spoiled after printing: 1,128, (2) Returns from News Agents: 0]; (I)
D
O Total: 31,688; (J) Percent Paid and/or requested circulation: 95.88.
W Actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to filing date; (A) Total
M number of copies: 29,945; (B) Paid and/or requested circulation [(1) Sales through
A
N dealers and carriers, street vendors, or counter sales: 0; (2) Paid or requested mail
U subscription: 27,464]; (C) Total paid and/or requested circulation: 27,464; (D) Free
F distribution by mail (samples, complimentary and other free): 1,527; (E) Free
A
distribution outside the mail (carriers or other means): 75; (F) Total free distribution:
C
T 1,602; (G) Total distribution: 29,066; (H) Copies not distributed [(1) From office
U use, leftover, unaccounted, spoiled after printing: 879, (2) Returns from News
R Agents: 0]; (I) Total: 29,945; (J) Percent Paid and/or requested circulation: 94.49. I
E
R certify that the above statements made by me are correct and complete.
Tara Taffera, Publisher.
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November 11-13, 2008
Win-door North America 2008
Sponsored by the
Canadian Window and Door
Manufacturers Association.
Metro Toronto
Convention Center.
Toronto.
Contact: Show organizers
at 416/444-5225 or visit
www.windoorshow.com.
November 18-21, 2008
Fenestration China
Co-sponsored by CIEC
Exhibition Co. Ltd. and
Nurnberg Global Fairs GmbH.
China International
Exhibition Center.
Beijing.
Contact: Nurnberg
Global Fairs GmbH at
+49 9 11.86 06-86 84 or visit
www.fenestration-china.com.
December 5-7, 2008
5th International Zak Doors
and Windows Expo 2008
Sponsored by Zak Group.
Pragati Maidan, Hall No. 14.
New Delhi.
Contact: Zak Group at
+91 98108 55697 or visit
www.zakgroup.com.
December 9-10, 2008
Glass Expo Midwest™ ’08
Co-sponsored by
DWM magazine.
Renaissance Hotels and Resorts.
Schaumburg, Ill.
Contact: DWM magazine
at 540/720-5584 or visit
www.glassexpos.com.
December 9-12, 2008
WDMA Committee Meetings
Sponsored by the Window
and Door Manufacturers
Association (WDMA).
Holiday Inn Select & Suites.
Bloomington, Minn.
Contact: WDMA at
800/223-2301 or visit
www.wdma.com.
January 12-17, 2009
BAU 2009
Organized by Munich
International Trade Fairs.
New Munich Trade Fair Centre.
Munich, Germany.
Contact: Carolin Schuetze
at 646/437-1017 or visit
www.bau-munich.com.

calendar of events

January 20-22, 2009
International Builders’ Show
Sponsored by the
National Association of
Homebuilders (NAHB).
Las Vegas Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: NAHB at
202/266-8111 or visit
www.buildersshow.com.
January 26-27, 2009
NWDA 2009 Winter
Meeting and Table Tops
Sponsored by the Northeast
Window and Door
Association (NWDA).
Trump Plaza.
Atlantic City, N.J.
Contact: NWDA at 609/7994900 or visit www.nwda.net.
February 1-3, 2009
NASEO Winter Conference
Sponsored by National
Association of State
Energy Officials (NASEO).
Omni Shoreham Hotel,
Washington, DC
Contact: NASEO at
703/299-8800 or visit
www.naseo.org/events/winter/
index.html.
February 15-17, 2009
WDMA Leadership
Summit & CEO Forum
Sponsored by the Window
and Door Manufacturers
Association (WDMA).
JW Marriott Starr
Pass Resort & Spa.
Tucson, Ariz.
Contact: WDMA at
800/223-2301 or visit
www.wdma.com.
March 25-26, 2009
Glass Expo Northeast™ 2009
Co-sponsored by
DWM magazine.
Hyatt Regency Long Island
at Wind Watch Golf Club.
Long Island, N.Y.
Contact: DWM magazine
at 540/720-5584.
❙

To submit events
for the calendar
e-mail
ttaffera@glass.com
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Company

16-17 AAMA

Phone

Fax

Web Address

847/303-5664

847/303-5774

www.aamanet.org

24

Accurate Fasteners Ltd./NAP

800/446-8680

905/660-0179

www.northern-arch.com

66

Alumet Manufacturing Inc.

800/343-8360

360/653-9884

www.alumet.com

59

Ameri-can Machinery

877/829-5219

905/542-2261

www.ameri-can.ca

49

Ashland Products

219/696-5950

800/626-1758

www.ashlandhardware.com

45

Cardinal Industries

952/935-1722

952/935-1722

www.cardinalcorp.com

5

Changshu Weier Glass Products Co. 86-512-52569644

86-512-52569544

www.weier-glass.com

26

DAC Products Inc.

800/431-1982

336/969-9695

www.dacproducts.com

1

Edgetech I.G. Inc.

800/233-4383

740/439-0121

www.sustainaview.com

19

Electronic Design to Market Inc.

419/861-1030

419/480-1099

www.edtm.com

48

Elton Manufacturing

800/297-8299

905/878-9211

www.eltonmanufacturing.com

65

Emes Marketing Inc.

905/886-1066

905/886-1266

www.emidisplays.com

55

FeneTech Inc.

330/995-2830

330/562-8688

www.fenetech.com

12

Fenzi North America

416/674-3831

416/674-9323

www.fenzi-na.com

62

Florida Screen Enterprises

305/687-0424

305/687-3008

www.floridascreen.com

7

Glasslam

954/975-3233

954/975-3225

www.glasslam.com

9

Glaston Italy/Bavelloni Brand

39 031 728311

39 031 7286318

www.glaston.net

21

Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance 613/233-1510

613/482-9436

www.igmaonline.org

57

Jason Hardware Co. Ltd.

86-754-85163256

86-754-85162821

www.jasonhardware.com

27

John Evans’ Sons Inc.

215/368-7700

215/368-9019

www.springcompany.com

28

LAMATEK Inc.

800/526-2835

856/599-6010

www.lamatek.com

51

Norfield Industries Inc.

800/331-0999

530/879-3140

www.norfield.com

15

Novatech Inc.

450/922-6106

450/922-9633

www.novatech-glass.com

47

PH Tech Inc.

800/463-4392

418/835-1145

www.phtech.ca

30

R & T 2009

49 0711 185602840 49 0711 185602366

www.rollladen-tore.com

39

Ritescreen

800/949-4174

888/432-8036

www.ritescreen.com

25

Royal Mouldings

800/368-3117

276/781-2520

www.royalmouldings.com

29

RoyalPlast Door Systems Inc.

800/361-9261

800/265-5196

www.royalplast.ca

13

Royal Window & Door Profiles

800/361-9261

800/265-5196

www.royalgrouptech.com

12

SICO Industrial Coatings

800/828-1969

866/750-4442

www.sicoindustrial.com

31

Sturtz Machinery Inc.

440/248-4009

440/248-4018

www.sturtz.com

3

Technoform

330/487-6600

330/487-6682

www.technoform.us

C2

Truth Hardware

800/866-7884

507/444-4762

www.truth.com

22

Ultrafab Inc.

800/535-1050

585/924-7680

www.ultrafab.com

22

Weiss USA LLC

704/282-4496

704/289-7091

www.weiss-usa.com

11

Winkhaus North America Inc.

262/472-8800

262/472-8900

www.winkhaus.us.com

23

WTS Paradigm

608/664-9292

608/664-9295

www.wtsparadigm.com
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Industry Indices

Experts Say Bright Spots are Ahead,
Even If Distant, for Market
uring a seminar held during
GlassBuild America, several experts addressed the state of the
door and window market—particularly in relation to the economy. While
the discussion was a sobering one, the
speakers—which included an investment banker, economist and two industry representatives—seemed to
agree eventually, things will get better.
“Please understand, we believe we
will come through this,” said Jeff

D

Dietrich, an economist
for the Institute for Trend
Research,” but there’s
some pain and discipline
necessary to get there.”
Dietrich also noted
that 2009 may not necessarily improve a good
deal as far as the housing
market is concerned, but
that it won’t seem as
drastic as recent years.

NEW PRIVATELY OWNED HOUSING UNITS STARTED IN 2008
(IN THOUSANDS OF UNITS)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
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July 2008

% Change

5,137,324
53,450,677
28,325,648

-3.8%
-8.4%
-13.8%

2,961,171

-7.3%

15,024,857

-4.6%

8,412,194
12,558,329
5,777,194
15,410,195
1,335,036,192

+22.2%
-16.0%
-2.3%
-1.5%
-3.1%

VALUE OF EXPORTS TO UNITED STATES
Finished Products (in units)
Plastic windows, frames and
thresholds for doors
Wood windows, French windows
and their frames
Doors and their frames, wood
Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
Float glass
Laminated safety glass
Insulating glass units
Articles of glass
Articles of wood
Continuously shaped wood
Source: U.S. Commerce Department

www.dwmmag.com

Northeast

Midwest

Southwest

West

1,048
1,065
0,947
1,008
0,975
1,066
0,937
0,854

130
102
97
91
147
237
108
83

180
159
121
164
123
128
150
148

537
555
499
501
479
499
478
439

201
249
230
252
226
202
201
184

Source: U.S. Commerce Department

VALUE OF IMPORTS TO UNITED STATES
August 2008
Finished Products (in units)
Plastic windows and their frames
4,943,959
Doors and their frames, wood
48,935,295
Aluminum windows and their frames
24,411,700
Iron windows or steel and
their frames, not stainless
2,745,699
Wood windows, French windows
and frames
14,337,600
Materials (in units)
Cast and rolled glass
10,281,340
Float glass
10,554,031
Laminated safety glass
5,643,017
Insulating glass units
15,180,885
Wood and articles of wood
1,271,850,492

U.S. Total

August 2008

July 2008

% Change

12,445,272

13,659,279

-8.9

8,381,183
15,344,780

8,749,310
18,257,429

-4.2
-16.0

5,699,540
58,380,701
7,285,353
9,969,477
16,681,907
21,849,189
26,282,175

4,578,723
55,411,085
6,516,069
15,486,183
17,636,495
20,262,636
28,867,821

+24.5
+5.4%
+11.8%
-35.6%
-5.4%
+7.8%
-9.0%

“We do not expect housing to turn
around in any dramatic fashion, but it
will feel better than 2007 and 2008,” he
warned.
He encouraged manufacturers to
maintain a strong cash position until
things do pick up, and to take initiative and be innovative.
Dietrich also encouraged attendees
to try to rid themselves of debt.
“It’s not like [the Feds] are going to
take your debts off the books—it’s up
to you,” he advised. On a positive
note, Dietrich said he expects the
home improvement market to grow at
a rate of 3 to 5 percent by 2015.
Andrew Bohutinsky, an investment
banker with Lincoln International,
which focuses on mergers and acquisitions, had some good news to share
as well. He noted that while mergers
and acquisitions are down right now,
the middle market, into which many
door and window manufacturers fall,
is normally more resilient than other
markets.
Bohutinsky also mentioned that he
has seen fewer purchases in the fenestration market by private equity firmsand expects this to continue.
“The financing market has pretty
much come to a standstill in the last
two weeks,” he said. “You’re not going
to see many private equity buys
before the end of the year.”
❙

www.emidisplays.com

TRIANGULAR DISPLAYS
• Custom-made to fit window and door sizes of your choice
• Aesthetically engineered in a modern design to accent the
windows’ and doors’ architectural features
• Perfect for showrooms, mall shows, and home and trade shows

KIARA WINDOW DISPLAY

ARIEL DOOR DISPLAY
• Displays 12 door slabs in just
under 3 1/2 feet wide
• Holds entry doors, interior doors,
and storm doors
• Doors easily roll in and out of a
self-contained metal unit
• Costs less than other displays
that only hold 3 or 4 doors

• Displays 8 full-sized
windows in just over
4 feet
• Holds aluminum,
vinyl, and wood
windows
• Windows easily roll
in and out of a selfcontained metal unit
• Now available
for 3 1/4” thick and
4 9/16” thick windows

Tel. 905-886-1066 • Fax 905-886-1266 • www.emidisplays.com

™

VISIT US AT WIN-DOOR, BOOTH # 1610/1612

